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DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTIVENE$5...C- T.:O'i ETHIDS FCR TEACHING

BEHANIOQ MODIFICATION TECHNIQU7S TO INSTITUTIONAL ATTENDANTS 1 2

James M. Gardner

Orient Stote Institute and Ohio State Univ.:rsity

Research in behovior modification is one of the major 'roes of con-

cern within mental retardation (Gerdncr and Solinger, 1970) -nd more then

80 percent of the literature has Nvoorod within the lest holf decode

(Gordner & Watson, 1969). Generally, studies hove been concerned with

the modification of self-help end social skills in institutionalized re-

sidents. Specific behoviors have been ecceleroted (cg., longu-)0) while

other behoviors hove been decelerated or eliminoted (og., self-destruct-

ive ond oggressive acts). Though most of the ottdntlon has been focused

on the severely and profoundly retarded, there is considerable literature

on higher level retardates also (Gordner, 19703).

Although much attention has been paid to the residents of schools

for the retarded, institutional personnel h-vc been neglected. With e few

exceptions (eg., Bricker, Morgan, & Grabowski, 19(28) behoviorel prin-

ciples hove not been systematically applied to word attendants who

ore the primary therapeutic .gents. Though training programs in be-

hoviorol techniques proliferate, there hove been no ettempts to determine

the most effective teething methods, nor hove there been ev:luttions of tEe

effectiveness of the programs currently in operation. The present study is

an ettempt to evaluate the effectivenof,5 of tyro different instructional

methods for toeching behavior modification techniques to institutional

personnel. For purposes of this study, effectiveness refersto ability to
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trnin retarded children using behavior modification techniques and knol-

edge of the principles of the behavior modification method.

METHCD

Subjects: Twenty female attendants enrolled in an inservice education

progrnm were rnndomAr"assigned to one of two treatment groups. The sub-

jects were m-tched for age, socio-economic status, attitude toward the

retnrded, knowledge of rental retardation, nnd knowledc:e of nursing skills.

They had n11 been employed for less than three months. In addition, pre-

test measures on the tve dependent voriables were used to further equate

the two groups. The relevant information is presented in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 Here

Patorials: The mnjor depoWent voriteles in this stOy :ere measures

of behavior modific-tion a bility. The Training Proficiency Salo or TPS

(G-rdncr, 1970b) is r 30 item five-point rating some which measures

proficiency in using beh-vior nedificntion techniques. An example of

o scale item is: "Gives rewards quickly." The test is adminstered by

observing nttendnnts training other nttend-nts who assume the role of

e retarded pntient. the rating sessions usually last 15 to 20 minutes.

Scores on the TPS have been found to correlate significantly rrith judge-

ments of overall training ability by expert behavior modification trainers,

and trnining :Minty when totted in the role - playing situation wns found

to tpproximtte training nbility yhen tested in training sessions with

retarded children, In addition, high relinbility (inter-scorer, test-

retest, split-WM has been reported for the sent° (Gardner, Brust, t.

Watson, 1970). The purpose of administering this scale ves to determine

milMS..........-
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the effects of the different instructional methods on the ability to

train retarded children using behavior modification techniques.

The Behavior Modification Test or WIT is a 229 item true-false test

that measures knowledge about operant conditioning principles. An ex-

am2le of a t:st item is "Extinction means roloving reinforcement." -

Scores on the BliT have been found to correlate highly with scores on the

TPS, indicating that knowledge of behavior modification principles and

ability to train children using behavior modification techniques arc

related (Gardner, Brust, & Watson, 1970). The purpose of administering

this test was to determine the effects the different instructional

methods on knowledge of behavior modification principles.

Three measures were used to equate the groups. There were! The

Attendant Opinion Survey or AOS (Bensberg & Barnett, 1966), the Attendant

Information Survey or AIS (Bensberg & Barnett, 1966)1 and the Test Re-

servoir for Aide Instructors in Nursing or TRAIN (Gardner, 1967). The

AIS and A06 were developed during the Southern Regional Education Board's

attendant training project. The AC6 is a 115 item four-point scale

which measures attitude toward the retarded and the institution in

23 different areas (eg., strictness toward patient; irritability; inst-

tutiorol idevtification). A total score can Ice obtained by summing across

the areas. The AIS is a 160 item true-false, multi:go-choice, and fill-

in test thich measures knowlvicrotbout mental retardation. A total

score indicating the nu'ber of correct responses don be obtained. The

TRAIN is a 30 item multiple-choice measure of goleral nursing aptitude.

Bensberg and Barnett (1966) employed The AIS and the ACTS in studying

attendant performance. They found that attendants who scored highly on

the AIS and wore judged to be the most effective workers had significantly

better scores on 17 of the 23 AC6 stales. Vereover, AIS scores alone
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were highly correlated with overall performance and with high intelligence,

In addition, they reported that scores on both measures clionged appropri-

ately es the result of inservicc education. More recently, this finding

was rdplicated by Johnson and Ferryman (1969). Gardner and Giampa (1970).

found that AIS scores ver- significantly related to score:; on the TRAIN,

while ACG scores were not. If addition, AIS scores were found to cor-

relate significantly with knowledge of behavior modification principles,

AOS scores were not related. It appears that the AIS is a cognit-

ive measure and correlates highly with other cognitive measures (BMT,

TRAIN), while the ACTS is primarily an attitudinal measure.

As stated earlier, the purpose of administering those secondary

measures was to equate the tvo groups on both cognitive (knowledge of

mental retardation, nursing aptitude) and attitudinal (attitude toward

retarded, attitude toward institution) variables.

Procedures The behavior modification education program at Columbus State

Institute consists of two major phases: role playing an0 lectures. Role

playing consists of op7roximately six onehour sessions in which various

operant conditioning techniques ble demonstrated, with trainers vorking

in groups of too, each alternately assuming the role of patient or trainer.

The trainers are supervised by experienced behavior modifcation engineers,

with supervisor trainee ratios averagirogone to five. Emphasis is placed

upon methods of administering rewards, shaping behavior, communicating,

and establishing rapport. the behavior modification supervioor begins

by demonstrating (with an attendant playing the role of a patient)

standard training procedures, such as teaching a child to dress or undress,

to obey simply Commands (eg., "come to me"), and to eat tth a spoon.

Following this the attendants break up into pairs and work on these same
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skills, with feedback provided by the supervisor.

The lectures consist of eight one-hour sessions designed to pre-

sent the major principles of operant conditioning in everyday longu-

ege, awito opply them to o wriety of experiences. Some time (op-

proximately 20 percent) is clotted far class perticipetion Pmd Troup

discussion. The lectures cover the following topics: (1) '!hat is mental

retardation, (2) Causes of mantel retardation, (3) The operant con-

ditioning method, (4) Shaping simple behavior, (5) Shaping complex

behavior, (6) Reinforcement. In addition, handout material is given

to oil the attendants.

The subjects were :notched and then randomly assigned to one of tuo

groups, role playing (R) or lecture (L), depending on which phase they

entered first. That is, subjects assigned to R entered role playing

first hile those assigned to L entered the lectures first. Following

the completion of the first phase, the subjects entered the remaining

phase (either role ployinv or lectures). Before the sterk of the first

session all the attendants were evaluated kith the TPS and BMT (as well

os the other instruments). Following the termination of each phase,

each subject vas re- evaluated with the IPS and WT.

Since the criterion (performance in t role - playing situation) was

identical to the twining phase (role - playing), e moclification in IPS

administration vas introduced. If the attendants demonstrated high

proficiency under the stendard test conditions, this could be construed

as on ability to imitate or pontomine rather then en ectuel ability to

train children, since the training end testing conditions were ieentical.

For this reason, following phase one t "novel" testing procedure with

the IPS was introduced along vith the standard procedure. Standard

testing was defined as administering the IPS with tAe attendent
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demonstrating one or more of the tasks which had been illustrated in

the role-playing phase of the course, or discussed in the lectures.

Thus, the attendants were asked to teach dressing or undressing, and

to demonstl.Ae establishing verbal control (11., having the resident

obey simply verbal commands such as "come to me"). Novel testing ves

defined as administering the TPS using tasks which had not been pre-

viously demonstrated nor discussed. For example, attendants were

asked to teach the resident to catch a ball, or how tb throw a ball,

or how to eat a sandwich. It Oes felt that proficiency under the novel

conditions caul: be ascribed more clearly to having learned behavior

modification skills, eliminating possible objections to the results

obtained by standard test conditions.

Testinc with the 13i.1 was done in groups. The TPS was administered

individually by trained raters. High interscorer reliability for the

TPS reported in a previous study (Gardner', Brust, P. (Watson, 1970) ob-

viated the need for a same subject, same judge eesign, and the attendants

ware randomly assigned to raters at each evaluation point. Thus, each

subject was evaluated with both measures (TPS and ear) at three dif-

ferent times* pre-treatment, following either rule playing or lectures,

and post - treatment. in addition, the TPS was administered under both

standard and novel test conditions following phase one and post-treatment.

This design allowed for: (1) matching the subjects on pre-treatment

knorledge and skills, (2) evaluating the effectiveness of both role

playing and lectures in isolation, and (3) evaluating the effects of

the two different sequences, since upon completion all subjects would

have had all treatments, with only the erder varied.

Following the last session, each subject was asked to indicate

a preference for working on a current or future behavior modification
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ward. This was done on a three point scale, from definitely yes to de-

finitely no. They wore also requested to respond to an open-ended

question: "What value was this course to you?" Identification mis not

required for the prefore7le:e or evaluation responses.

RESULTS

Iaininq Proficiency

In terms of training proficiency, it vas predicted that role play-

ing ould e the more effective mathod of teaching behavior modifica-

tion techniques, ;ince role playing has direct bearing upon training

skills, dine the lectures have only on indirect relevance. In this

regard, training is seen as a "performance" skill in distinction from

a "verbal" skill. Consequently, it was expected that Group R wculd

have significantly higher TPS scores than Group L following the second

evaluation, and that there would be no differences upon completion of

the course. The mean scores for both groups under the standard and

novel test conditions are presented in Table 2.

411 -
insert Table 2

For the standard test conditions, there acre significant eifferences

betmen the treatment groups (FnI6.481 p(.001), evaluation points (F=97.61,

p<001), and boWeen the groups over time (F=14.111 p<.001). Multiple t

tests revealed that there were no significant differences betften the

groups on the pre- or post-treatment tests, hovever, Group R exceeded

Group L following phase 010 as predicted. The apparent increase in

Group R scores from phase one to phase to was not significant (t=1.607,

U.S.) nor was the increase in Group L from pre-test to phase one (t=1.545,

U.S.). Thus, role playing contributed more to training proficiency.
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\

skills, however, the sequence effects (ie., whether~ or-not ru16-play-

ing cone first) were not significant.

A similar, though somewhat different, picture emerges when the TPS

score' under the novel conditions arc examined. Again, there are not

bignific- A. differences between the two groups et pre- or post-treatment

testing, ,he the differences emerge following phase one there Group R

exceeds Group L. This replicates the results fount' for the standard

scores. Hovever, within each group, significant (eins were made between

each evaluation point. For example, not only did Group L's TPS scures

increase significantly following role-playing (t=3.123, K.05), es predicted,

their scores increased significantly following the lectures (t=4.428, p(.01).

In a similar fashion, Group R scores increased significantly folloving

role-playing as predicted (t=7.920, F16001), but also increased signifi-

ccntly following the lectures (t=2.342 p(.05). Thus, it is apparent that

in this case both groups 'ore able to gain come measure of training skill

from both instruction l methods.

The mean TPS scores for Grouo R following role playing were 94.R

and 95.4 for the standard and tle novel conditions aespectively. This

indicated that the subjects h:d learned more than a simple pehtomine.

A surprising result following the lecture aeries vas that the TPS scores

under the standard conditions mre less than under tho novel condition

(108.3 to 113.2 respectively). Milo these differences :ere not signifi-

cent, there was a significant increase un&A the novel testing conditions

following the lectures (tw2.14, p(05),and there was no corresponding

significance in the increase for the standard conditions (t=1.626 MS.).

These results indicate that the effects of the lectures may be to in-

crease the attendant's ability to generalize from speCific to novel
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situations.

For Group L, the mean scores following phase one ware 52.4 and 69.5

for the standard and novel conditions respectively. In this case, the

trainers were doing significantly better on the revel task than on the

standard task. Following role p.oying, the mean scores for Group L

were 96.0 and 94.8 for the standard and the novel conditions respect-

ively. Thus, while both groups increased their scores significantly,

there were no differences between performance on the two tasks at

this point. It can noted that Group R exceeded Group L following

phase one and the post-training tests (tx3.549 and 2.340; pc.01 and

.05, respectively).

In both groups, then, it can be seen that role ?laying alone re-

sults in a trainer who is asproficient in teaching standard skills

as in approaching new skill training situations. For Group R there

was no significant difference between standard and novel TPS scores

following role playing, and for Group L, who entered the role playing

sequence with significantly higher TPS scores under the novel condition,

these differents also disappeared following role playing. There is some

generalization from standard to novel situations (witness the signific-

ant increase in scores for Group R under the novel condition following

the lecture), however, further study is needed.

Knowledge of Behavior flodification

In terms of !mowledge of behavior modification, it was predicted

that the lectures would be more relevant than role playing. In this

regard, knowledge of behavior modification was seen as a "verbal" skill.

As in the case of the TPS analysis, the differences wore ex %cted to

emerge at the second evaluation (following the first phase of training).
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Means scores for both groups are presented in Table 3.

Insert Table 3

Gains in knowledge of behavior modification proceeded as expected.

There were no significant differences between the treatment groups

(F(1), but there were significant differences over the evaluation trials

(F=60.69, p(.001) and there was a significant interaction between treat-

ment and trials (F=20.08, q.001). Multiple tests revealed that the two

groups were not significantly different at the pre- and post-treatment

levels, and that Group L exceeded Group R following phase one as pre-

dicted. Group R's increase in scores from pre-treatment to phase one was

no significant (t=1.838), however there was' a significant increase fol-

lowing the lectures (t=2.746, p(.05) as predicted.

Relationship Between Test Scores

The relationship between the TPS and BMT scores was examined. In

a previous study, Gardner, Brust, and Watson (1970) reported a correla-

tion of .89 between TPS and BMT scores, Uith the current sample, the

rank order correlations upon completion of training were .30 and .87

for Groups R and L respectively. The rank order correlation based on

the two groups combined was .61 (K.01). Since the teaching techniques

employed in the previous study were similar to these given to Group L,

the present finding corroberates the high corrccpondence between training

skill and knowledge of '-ehavior modification principles when the tradi-

tional lecture /role- playing format is followed. The rank order cor-

relation between TPS scores before and after training was .17 for the

two groups combined, indicating that pre-training skill is not a good

predictor of post-training skill. Scores on the BMT faired better, with

11
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a combined rank order corroletion of .50 (p;.05) between pY and

post-training scored. Ina previous study, Gardner (1970c) reported

pre- and post-training BIT scores correlated .83.

Socio-Economid Status

The effects of socio-economic status were examined by comparing the

scores of New Coreers3 (NC) employees with those of the regular attend-

ants (A). Hone of the regular employees were living in the inner city

area represented by the New Careers group, and all had obtained positions

at the institution through their own volition. Moreover, the percent-

age of blacks in the NC group (100 percent) was greater than among the

regular employees (67 percent). For this analysis 22 (13 tr, and 9 11)

attendants were compared. The additional subjects were regular attendants

who completed the same sequence as their classmates, but were eliminated

from the previous analysis since their matched' controls dropped ou!.

before completing the course.

Pre- and post-treatment were compared for both groups. On the

BMT, there were no significant differences between the tvo groups at

either point. The mean scores on the pre-test were 136.6 and 142.3

for DC and A respectively. On the post=test, the mean scores were

164.7.and 169.3 for NC and A respectively. Similar results were found

on the TPS: mean pre-test scores for MC and A were 45.0 and 46.5 while

mean post-test scores were 101.5 and 97.8 respectively, Again, there

were no significant differences.

Attitude

A measure of attitude towarrl behavior modification was obtained

following the last phase of training using an open-ended question on

the value of the course. In addition, the subjects were' asked whether

or not they wanted to work on a behavior modification ward. In the

1
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open ended question; all the subjects from Group R mentioned that the

course helped them to better understand how to teach the retarded,

while only five in Group L mentioned this. Group L subjects mentioned

more general reasons why they valued the course, such as "I like(' it"

and "I learned a great deal." On the :orced choice preference question,

eight of the subjects from Group R expressed a preference to 'ork on a

behavior modification ward, while only four in Group L did so. While

Group R's preference rate was twice that of Group L, the difference

was no4-statistically significant (*1.875, df=1).

DISCUSSION

The orimary purpose of this study was to examine the differential

effects of role nlaying and lectures on training proficiency and knowl-

edge of behavior modification principles. As 7redicted, role playing

was more relevant to training proficiency Aile the lectures were more

relevant to knowledge. Perhaps the most parsimonious explanation is

that performance skills are best taught within a teaching framework that

emphasizes performance skills, while verbal skills are best taught in

a ftarework emphasizing verbal skills. The high correlation between

final scores on the TPS and the NIT can be seen as an indicator of the

correspondence between verbal and performance skills; generally, indi-

viduals competent in one area are competent in the other (eg., correl-

ation between verbal and performance IQ), though there may be indivi-

dual differences. The consistency in pre- to post-training EMT scores

is also an expected finding. People who begin the course with a good

store of knowledge end up with greater knowledge than those who entered

with less knowledge. To the extent that the lectures closely correspond

to the regular academic field, these results are not surprising. net

is surprising, though, is the fact that pre-training TPS scores are not

13
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related to post-training TPS scores. At may he that this type of train-

ing (in behavior modification techniques) is such a novel aeproach for

these individuals that the initial level of competence is not a predict-

or of the rate of advancement.

Some interesting findings emerge on the interaction between ver-

bal and performance abilitier, in regard to the generalization data.

It appears that the refAJlt o role playing alone is to produce an

adequate behavioral engjeer wile con t:7aiii chileA:on in specific skills

that she has been treiLed ti tcac%, aixi ger,o7:anze as well to novel

situations. The additIcn of the lecture series, however, results in

increased training skills as well as an ability to transfer the learning

of specific tasks to novel tasks at a hig:ter level. 'MI's. from phase

one to the post-treatmant evaluation, there was a significant increase

in the soores under the- novel TPS condition for Group R. While th.lir

performance under the standard condition also did increase, the differ-

ence was not significant (.05(0:10).

Comparisons between different socioeconomic groups provides some

information which is ro',:entially useful for selection purposes. In this

study there were no differences in initial or final performance on either

measure (MIT or TPS) between a high unemployment exclusively black inner

city group and the reynial. atteidants hired by the institution. In a

previous study (Gorr'ner, 1W0c, v.as fc,_!nd that experienced trainers

did not differ significantly from :J1-_,:larienced trainers in terms of

knowledge (BUT score) or attitude folicwing the training program. These

two findings suggest that the prescriptive nature of education under

this system combined with the novelty of the subject matter eliminate

differences between different socioeconomic and experienced groups in

regard to the dependent variable. The lack of variability in the system

14
OC:5=1---.177-=7.7,16..1/1.0.,f
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channels responses within a narrow range. The lack of difference between

different sequences (the major finding in this study) con also be ex-

plained in these terms. This point is clearly highlighted the per-

formance of Group L (refer to fable 2). Following phase one, their

performance ueer the novel TPS condition was significantly better than

under the standard condition. I:ithin the framework of the hypothesis

developed here, this can be seen as the initial creativ ity or individ-

ual variability. After the role playing series, however, there were

no significant differences between novel and standard scores.

It is clear that the current system of training in behavior mod-

ification generates trainers that are knowledgable in behavioral principles

and skillful, in applying behavior modification techniques, however,

other implications of this process need to be examined. The prescriptive

nature of this particular education program, combined with the somewhat

mechanistic nature of ti.e training itself, may result in various un-

desirable siee-effects. For example, it was found (Gar'ner, 1970c)

that brighter students cho:,e not to become involved in behavior modific-

aticn wards, even thcugh their test scores indicated that they would be

the most successful in terms of training the children.

J. M. G.

Orient State Institute

Orient, Ohio 43146
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TABLE 1

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

NUnBR OF NE' CAREERS Et1PLOYEES* 7 6

ATTENDaT OPINION SURVEY 255.3 261.0 0.345 N.S.

ATTENDANT INFORATION SURVEY 72.5 73.0 0.075 N.S.

TEST RESERVOIR FOR AIDE

INSTRUCTORS IN N'JRSING 11.3 14.3 1.071 N.S.

TWINING PROFICIENCY "CALE 45.5 45.6 0.025 N.S.

3EHAVIOR EODIFICATION TEST 138.7 139.0 0.625 N.S.

*New Careers is a program sponsored by the Office of economic Opportunity

and is designed for low-income, high unemployment inner-city residents.
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TABLE 2

rEAN TPS SCORES UNDER STANDARD MD NOVEL TEST CONDITIONS FOR

GROUPS R AND L

STANDARD CONDITIONS NOVEL CONDITIONS

R L t R L t

Pro- Treatment 45.5 45.6 0.025 45.5 45.6 0.025

Phz,so Ono 94.8 52.4 6.235** 95.4 69.5 3.597*

Post-Troctmcnt 108.3 96.0 1.618 113.2 94.8 2.190

* .01

** .001
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TABLE 3

MEAN SCORES 011 BHT FOR GROUP R AID L

GROUP

t(df=18)

Pro- Treatment 138.7 139.1 0.625

Phr.se One 150.1 163.7 2.193*

Post - Treatment 168.5 162.9 0.718

* .05

21
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ISSUES FOR Ai' EMILY LOGUAGE STI:MATIOr PROGRAF.
FOR

SEVERELY AND PROFOUIDLY RETLRDED1

Maurice Dayan, Ed.D.
Beryl Harper, l.A.

Pinecrest State School
Pineville, Louisiana

Historically, residential institutions for the mentally retarded

have limited their programs for the profoundly retarded to custodial

care. !lthin the last ferp years, with the renaissance of operant con-

ditioning or behavior modification, self-help trainin:. programs using

revert' training techniques have been implemented for th- profoundly

and severely retarded. These programs have emphasized toilet train-

ing, self feeding, dressing and woe: activities such as bed making.

There has been a hesitancy to attempt training in intellectual

activities usin-, retard training techniques especially in the area

of communication or language development. The typical speech pa-

thologist employed within the residential institution (Leach, 1964)

emphasizes activities vithin the trainable end educable residents

and itth retardates Fitt recognizable language disorders. There

is a dearth of information related to early language stimulation and

development for the profoundly retarded. Schlancyler states that "the

concept that defective corrt'nication results from mental retzrection

is typical of the nerttive attitudes of many examiners, particularly

those in the speech and hearing profession in a given

IThis study ties partially supported by: HIP Grant Ho. R20 ER 02032-05
1ST Grant Do, 2 TIO PR 05021-06 and ESEA Grant Do. 5-28.70019-20040-1



communication training program, the attitude of the therapists may be

as much in need of reorganization as are the communication habits of

the subjects".

Matthew (1960) states that "The role of the speech pathologist

in the area of mental deficiency is certainly not limited to that of

diagnostic'.an'i interpreter, and referrinc agent...." 'Ath the in-

creased attention currently heiAg Oven to mental retardation will come

more and more pressures on the profession of speech pathology to de-

vote treater attention to speech problems associated with mental re-

tariPion. He points out some of the problems encountered in evaluat-

ing the intelligence of speech and hearing handica :-.ped. The responses

required in many tests are verbal. Matthew and Birch suggest that an

adequate intelligence test should not require verbal response.

Kastein (1963) reports that from observation and from specific

research studies that the label of gross impairment of a child such

as "the retarded", "the deaf", "the blind" does not necessarily in-

dicate the cause for his language ant' speech defiCency. The child

is primarily a child, regardless of his obvious condition and, there-

fore, apt to suffer Interference with his language ant' speech devel-

opment as any other child not so impaired. Kastein suggests a dif-

ferential diagnostic evaluation of e child's language and speech de-

velopment as any other child not so impaired. Kastein suggests a dif-

ferential diagnostic evaluation of a child's language and speech fun-

ction can be made with great accuracy at an early age - when these fun

should develop because the differentiation in fuction can be

observed in isolation before compensatory mechanism and abnormal pat-

terns develop and obscure the basic impairment* He states that there

is a better thence to help the child overcome his dysfunction Olen training

()f)
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is introduced early before emotional consequence of poor perception,

anxiety frustration and retardation, due to lack of language, develop and

form, or deform his patterns of copying with the v'orld around him and

further retard his development".

Kastein reports that intelligence is not directly related to language

development. A child must be helped to become ready at a time when speech

should develop.

Kolstoe (1958) reports that a minimum mental are of two was necessary for

language instruction to be profitable for mentally retarded mongoloid children.

Simon (1957) states that "maturation probably sets the pace for speech-

learning". Maturation, which may be defined as "the growth and develop-

ment which is necessary before any unlearned behavior can take place" is

the evolvement from conception till death of the genetic factors which are

present at the time of conception. Maturation, thus, seems to determine

not only .hen a behavior may be learned, but even more important for the

teacher, the most efficient time for that learning to take place. In

other vords, maturation apparently established various periods in the life

of the organism when it is most open to certain kinds of stimulation from

the environment, and vhen it will profit most from that stimulation, that

is, a readiness to learn a given activity. Speech as a relatively complex

function obviously depends on mat ration for its development.

Simon (1957) reports that Schlanger, Irvin, Karlin and Strazzula

(and others) agree that mental deficiency may delay or prevent speech.

Irvin found that the speech performance of three year old imbeciles

and idiots was the equivalent of normal children in their first year.

Speech learning is a continuous process, moving slomly for ap-

proximately a year and a half after the birth cry; then at an accel-

elerated pace, for about a year to Continue at a slover rate to some

unpredictable, and probably unrecotnited terminal platdau.

'24
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Kirk (1964) reports that "like speech, language development ap-

pears related to mental age; the higher the mental age, the better the

language". Karlin and Strezzulia (1952) working in a medic:1 clinic,

surveyed fifty retarded children, ranging in age from three to four-

teen. The histories of these children indicated that the lower the

IQ, the later the children began to talk. The greatest retardation

in growth was in the speech and language area.

Previous studies of speech and language production have not al-

ways agreed. Eisenson (1963) reports that ";:etraux observed that by

30 months, the vowel production of children "as 90 percent or more cor-

rect and that consonant production was 90 percent correct by 54 months

in average or above average intelligent children. She states that

average children reach speech sound proficiency earlier than do child-

ren oho are below average in intelligence". Mathew (1960) reports that

profoundly retarded IQ 15-20 begin to be7ble at 25 months, word tae at

54 months, sentence use at 151 months, while severely retarded babble

at 20 months, word use 43 months, and sentence use at 03 months.

In terms of onset of first ord, the folloin has been reported:

Karlin & Strazzulla (1952) IQ 15-20 54 months

Karlin & Strzzzulla (1952) IQ 26-30 43 months

Lapane (1911) Lot/ Grade Defect 41 months

Karlin E StraLzulla (1952) 51-70 34 months

Mead (1913) Feebleminded 18 month)

1:allin (1949) Irkrons 11 months

Terman Gifted 1404 IQ 10 months

Buhler Upper Socio Econ. 15.3

McCarthy Normal Children

25
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Analyzing this information available, tie will utilize Eisenson's steps

in development of speech.

1. Crying: The first oral response is the birth cry; v,hich

is an accompaniment of a motor-reflexive, totally a bodily

response to a environment. This is an undifferentiated

cry, that cannot be discerned from cries vyhich are reac-

tions to pain, hunger or thirst. This author has found no

data to show that any level of retardation has a delayed

birth cry.

Differentiated crying, ,Itich can be recognized as indica-

tive of specific need or vent, does not occur for two or

three weeks. Again, this author knovs of no research data

reporting retarded having delayed development in differen-

tiated crying. This author has been amazed et the ability

of nurses Aides on a Pediatric Wing for the profoundly and

severely retarded to interpret these chilCren's differen-

tiated crying.

2. Babbling is first heard by normal childrr,n about the end

of the second month. Babbling is a tyke of vocal play in

vilich a great variety of sounds may be heard. Vowels ap-

pear first in babbling, followed in order by back and then

front consonants. This babbling usually continues through

24 months.

Although it has been reported by some researchers that on-

set of babbling for profoundly retarded does not occur un-

21:
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til 25 months, there have been no extensive studies re-

lating etiology with onset of babbling. There are no studies

to determine if the delayed babbling is related to a :ultur-

ally deprived environment.

3. Lallation or sound !Aitation, usually begins in the sixth month.

The child imitates his ovn sounds. ,Acin, stuides in the area

of expressive langwge hcve not dealt with the onset of lal-

lation with the profoundly and severely retarded.

4. Echolalia, the imitation of sounds made by others, but not

understood by the child, is the next step. This begins about

the ninth month and lasts in a modified form, throughout life

of the individual. This author knows of no research concerned

with the onset and development of echolalia among the profound-

ly and severely retarded.

5. Verbal utterances bring the child to the stage Jlere he is

engaged in acquiring language. In this stage, the child is

establishing a repertoire of conventionalized speech reac-

tions as specific responses to socially presented stimulus

patterns. This stage usually starts at about the beginning

of the second year or 18 months.

BASIS OF SPEOCH

Social Basis of Speech

Language develops partially as an avenue Of self-expression and

throw:hout life it retains its usefulness in the expression of his

feelings as %ell as of his ideas. Even for the severely ane profoundly

ri
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retarded, language develops the individual as the medium by which he

fits himself into his social environment, incorporates his thin%ing

and activities into the thinking ane activities of those abut him

and lets other people know what he rants.

The profoundly retarded as well as normal children from the time

of birth are striving to develop a communication system to inform the

world of his immediate bodily needs. If he is unsuccessful, he dies!

There have been numerous studies on the effect of isolation. Gary

(1959) states that where communication is severely curtailed or re-

stricted, social and person ?l isolation is the result.

The satisfaction of immediate bodily needs is required from the

time of birth; therefore, even with the profoundly retarded individuals,

language training and stimult.tion must begin at birth.

Phvsiolonical Basis of Soeech

For nroduction of sounds, only two things are necessary: a source

of energy ane a vibration. In the profeundiy retarced, there is no

re4 )n to believe that source of energy, that is respiration, is any

dilerent than in t'e normal individual. Effective breathing may be

a concern; therefore, the earlier correct breathing ts developed and

trained, the least likelihood of breathing affecting the adequate

development of language skills.

Similarilys le should not expect the profoundly retarded to have

any different types of vibrator or phoration mechanisms. Therefore,

unless there are actual defedts such as in Dories Syndrome, we should

expect norml maturetion in the sound production ability.

In the process of hearing, unless we find definite defects of the

auditory mechanism, we should then expect the hearing nrotess of the

profoundly retardate to be no different than the normal individual.

1-)e)



Neurological_Basis of Speech

In discussing the social an-' physiological basis of speech, we

primarily focused on basic biological functions of eating, hearing,

and breathing. There is no doubt that scores of muscles in the lip:,

tongue, pharynx, larynx, thorax, awl abdomen are involved in the pro-

duction of even a simple phrase and that they must be highly coordinated

and syndchronized. This muscular coordination thus needs the guidance

of an exccedincly complex control system.

It is in the area of this control system, that profoundly retarded

have the greatest difficulties. The ability to speak is based upon

incredibly nice adjustments of the nervous system. With such close

tolerances, any sort of neural disturbance may throw them out of order.

The problem is this that ve find sugr,estions among the profoundly re

tarded of neurological deficit and/or damage. For the profoundly re-

tarded, the learning of speech still requiret the same process of nor-

mals. The :rural focus of leerninr is wherever neural impulses travel

a pathway repeatedly and leave a memory trace. Forgettiny is the fad-

ing of these memory traces, by reason of the disuse of the particular

pathways. For the profoundly retarded, then, the pralem is to find

usable r.thrtys, and techniques to provide repetition over the same

specific pathays.

Lenneberg (1960) states: "Three linguistic phenomena, phonemati-

zation, concatenation and grammatization have all the characteristics

of inherited, innate traits and one of the learned type behavior."

Speech is learned in this sense; a child does not develop full-

fledird language in the absence of an appropriate speech environment

but even so, there will be some rudiments of eommunicetion by means

29
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of symbolic representation. Under normal conditions, there is a conti-

nuous interaction betvTen innate mechanism an0 the stimulatinn effects

of the child's environment. !3y processes of maturation, the child

makes pro-ressive use of environmental stimulating or releasing mech-

anism, not because the child's "Ion- ranTe purpose is to spak like the

neihbor", but because he is eneo,...ed with a complex: series of innate,

interacting behavior patterns that are elicited in a more or less auto-

matic manner by the speakiny environment that surrounds him.

Webb (1963) states: "(1) Speech is not a markedly high level fun-

ction in humans. (2) Speech is a skill learned by imitation of others.

(3) In the retarded child, ace end size are poor indicators of learning

readiness.

"Readiness to learn to understand speech may be indicated by the

child's attention to your voice....echo a few sounds. Speech is some-

thirr the child controls.

"It is not that mentally retarded children cannot learn, but that

they may learn at a slower rate!"

Ve find that gongoloid children elicit their first 'lord about the

same time as normal children. There are no intensive studies that in-

vestigate use of first wore, level of retardation and etioloy.

Althot01 gcCarthy (1964) stated that Kolstoe's vier (1958) that

an IQ of 25 might represent the limit below rhich training is not use-

ful, it deserves further exploration. There have been limited inves-

tigations into this area,

We have discussed briefly the status of language development in

profoundly retarded, maturation concepts of language development and

a sumary of studies related to onset of expressive language among retardates.

o
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This author agrees with Schlanger and Gottsleben (1957) and

McCarthy (1960) that it would be superficial to diannose delayed speech

as caused by mental retardation. It senms reasonable to suppo ;e that

the genetic or environmental agents responsible for retardation are

also responsible for linguistic defects. Similarly speakinn, where there

are no indications of 'enetic agents responsible for retardation, we

should expect linguistic maturation to be no different than for the nor-

mal individual. In otner pords, except in cases of '-enetic agents

causing mental retardation, the mentally retarded individual should be

most open to certain kinds of stimulation at the usual time for normal

individuals. To clarify this rationale, if Le have no reason to be-

lieve tYat the usual time of onset of puberty or menstruation should be

affected in a mentally retarded individual, there is no reason to be-

lieve that other maturation factors should be affected.

Furthermore, there is indication that if adequate stimulation is

not presented at the appropriate maturational time, then it becomes

more difficult to Lam a behavior or impede the development permanently.

?enwill (1958) states: "Thus speech deprivation nay not only re-

strict communication and experience, but depending upon its degree, may

even limit the development of the thought processes and hence intelli-

gence. McCarthy further reasons that if the induced linguistic-intell-

ectual defect existed from an early a-.e and were of sufficient severity

and duration, then its effects niht prove permanent.

One could then explain reported delayed language development among

retarded in terms of inadequate reinfOrCersat the appropriate time.

Linguistic behavior is learnad and is subject to the same rules of

learning that govern other behaviors. Therefore, the rationale presented
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in this paper suggests that if detailed linguistic r'ogram activities

are presented at the correct maturation time with sufficiently strong

reinforcers over adequate pathways, then mentally retardeo should learn

linguistic behavior as normals, but at a sloer ratel

There have been some suggested language programs for infants and

very younc children. The University of Yashington School of Nursing

(Hedrick - 1969) have produced a (Ode to promoting development in the

young child. in this guide the authors list expected tasks and sug-

gested activities baginnir.g at (die month of age. The tasks and acti-

vities are bro%en into receptive anC expressive language.

Gollin (1967) reports some very inter-sting research trends in

infant learning. He reports training of infants vith a median age of

three months using a smile as a reinforcer to increase vocalization.

Another area of research in early language stimulation is the re-

lationship of left-right discrimination and language development, Ke-

muria (1953) (1964) (1961) found that the left hemisphere is dominant

for speech by age 4, that there may be differcnt roles for the right

and left hemi5pheres of the brain in verbal and non-verbal perception.

Kemuria further fol,nd in studying brain damage and auditory perception

that the left temporal lobes are particularly important in the percep-

tion of ver'Al material, at least in the auditory modality.

Pilot Pro ect - Phase 1

Ignoring XOlstoe's statement that a minimum mental ne of two was

necessary for language instviction to be profitable and following the

early stimulation rationale, a pilot projelA vas implemented rith a

group of profoundly and severely retarded individuals. In ord'r to

measure the affects of an early language stimulation, we revised the

ti
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North Jersey Training School Nursery Language Modalities test vhich

was a test based on the Parson's Langue.-e S mule.

For the purpose of this report, we will c:l1 the measure used as

the Pinecrest Language Nursery Test.

Semple: Two hundrei seventy-eight (278) mentally retarded housed

on five cottages with IQs rarring from 4 to 65 and CI, from 5 to 31 were

They mere all embvlatory. Mental ages ranged from .6 to 5.5.

For another group of pediatric anr' nonembulatory, mental ages

0 - 4.2 and life age 1 to 23, .,ve utilized a language evaluation chart

of language development to find highest language level.

Measurkno Instrumnt

The Pinecrest Language l'ursery test was designed to measure both

receptive and expressive language. Part I measured Loth receptive and

expressive language as it relates to body image and self-awareness.

Part II measured auditory vocal presentations for identification and

auditory visual presentation for vocal resp,nse. Part IIF measured

visual decodin- or matching. Part IV, motor encoding, "Show me ~fiat

you co vith this." Part V, comprehension of commands and VI, echoic

gesture or imitation.

The language evaluation chart lists characteristics of language

development at each month level from one month of ego to 5-i- years, com-

bining the language itens from child development scales of Jerry (1956),

Carmichael (1954), Gessell (1943) and Schrieber (1956).

Method

Phase I consisted of administering the Pinecrest Language Nursery

Test or the Language Evaluation Chart to all the residents. Phase II
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was to implement a detailed language stimulation program using reward

traininc techniques. A training manual was developed for thr' Cottage

Parents and Nurses Aides by the Speech Pathologist with consultation

with Julia Molloy, Orchard School; Byrn Witt, Clearbrook Center for the

Retarded; and Alice Sims, Louisiana State Board of Health. Phase III

vd.11 be a retesting of the croup after a year of intensive training.

Results: Phase I

The Pinecrest Language Nursery Test (PLNT) was administered to 278

mentally retarded youngsters. Table I presents in detail the raw score

norms. This data does not readily show the wide variation of life age

and IQ. Table II presents the same detail of the raw score norms by

life age categories. Table III presents in detail the mean percentage

items passed in each category and at each MA level. Ourfiheings prior

to the intensive stimulation program (this does not mean that langauge

activities were not conducted prior to this) suggests that receptive

language development can be expected as early as .6 MA and well developed

by a MA of 1.5. By mental age 1.5, these mentally retgrded residents could i

dentify 50 percent of presented body parts. Matching;, motor encoding,

comprehension of command and echoic gesturing are all veil established

by mental age 1.5, Success at matching does not occur until mental age

of approximately 1.0, and the same mental age is required for begin-'ng

imitation. Motor encodin- and comprehension of command was fol

early as .6 MA.

In the area of expressive language, we found some retarda'

of namin:-. and echoing body parts as early as MA 1.5 and vi. se'

success at NA 3.0. The a'oility to name and echo the things in

environment occurred slightly later than did naming parts of b.
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Naming items depicted in colored photographs seemed to be no easier than

naming large real objects, or small real objects. They performed poor-

est in naming the miniatures.

These findings suggest that even without intensive traininc acti-

vities, lanr.,ucgo instruction might be profitable before LA 2.0.

The lancjuage evaluation chart vas administered to a r,roup of pro-

foundly retarded on the Pediatric ane Infirmary Units of our Institution.

These areas house retardates who are either nonambulator; due to a var-

iety of motor invo/vcments or cerebral palsied conditions in e :tremely

young rho have mat yet learned to ambulate.

In a pilot sample of 30 of these residents, we found a negative

correlation, Pearson r x y = - .18, between life ace and hirhest level

of language development as rated on the language evaluation chart. We

found a correlation, r x y = .43, between IQ and highest language level

which is not very high. We further found a correlation of r x y = .15

between VA and HIA., which suggests no relationship between these two for

this group. tie compared HLI, with etiology using the AAMD classification

system. In the 30 cases, we found 13 different etiologies. We have

found that this approach might provide additional inform tion when we

secure a larger sample.

Phase II

The residents were involved in an intensive detailed language sti-

mulation program using reward training techniques. The language manual

used provided specific body images, tongue and lip exercises, receptive

and expressive language activities. Approximately a year later, 143

residents were retested on the language nursery scale.
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In body image, naming and echoing, there was 6 - 7 percent improve-

ment and 6 percent become poorer, but 17 percent improved in body image

identification. In motor response identification of items, there as

a 20 percent improvement of ident;.fying miniatures, 14 percent in colored

photos, 12 percent in small real objects and only 0 percent in the area

in which they were already fairly successful.

For vocal response to an auditory visual presentation, there was an

8 percent improvement in "-,oth naming and echoing and 3 - 4 percent became

poorer.

In visual decoding (matching activities), there Wes a 14 percent

improvement ' t 8 percent became poorer.

For motor encoding ("Show me what to do with this."), there was

a 21 percent improvement which can he interpreted as an early sign of

cognitive development.

There was a 17 percent improvement in comprehension of commands.

This is a group who had already demonstrated ability to become under

behavior control using reward training techniques.

In echoic gesturing ("Do this."), 17 percent became poorer, and 10

percent improved. This might be another sign of cognitive development

where a profoundly retarded miOt be saying - "Hay, .hat's '.gong with

you? You are teachin: me to do for myself, but now you want me to play

that childish copy-cat game again!"

Summary

A rationale for early language stimulation was presented. The ra-

tionale sugc_estc that the time for language stimulation and instruction

should be the same for mentally retarded and normals alike except for
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those mentally retarded whose genetic etiology affect maturation. The

rationale further suggests the use of reinforcers in a systematic manner

at the a propriate time to develop language. A pilot pro ram of early

language stimulation as described End results reported. It vas found

that profoundly retarded IQs less than 25 showed signed of receptive

languages as early as VA .6 and expressive language at MA 1.5.
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TABLE I
LANGUAGE NURSERY TEST

Mean Number of Items Passed by Mental Age

MA 1J CA

I.

BODY IMAGE
ECHO NAMING IDENT.

II.

AUDITORY VOC PRESENTATION
MOTOR RESPONSE IDENT.

LRO SRO N CP

0.6-0.9 71 11.94 8.89 .24 .38 1.58 1.75 2.55 1.38 3.03

1.0-1.4 70 14.91 11.59 .60 1.13 2:91 3.36 4.56 3.13 6.51

1.5-1.9 39 14.00 15.85 2.26 4.97 5.15 7.0's 7.56 6.23 13.31

2.0-2.4 28 12.64 21.25 5.36 7.79 6.79 9.14 8.57 7.75 17.61

2.5-2.9 22 14.14 24.41 5.41 6.91 6.64 7.50 7.73 8.09 17.91

3.0-3.4 11 16.91 22.36 7.36 5.45 7.36 8.91 8.18 8.55 20.45

3.5-3.9 15 14.60 31.87 6.27 4.73 6.80 8,80 8.47 8.33 18.00

4.0- 22 15.27 44.86 9.32 8.45 8.95 9.86 9.00 9.00 19.91

278

AUDITORY VISUAL PRESENTATION - RESPONSE
Naming Echo

MA CA Ig LRO SRO LI a LRO SRO g2
0:670.9 71 11.94 8.89 .17 .14 .13 .31 .32 .27 .25 .66

1.0-1.4 70 14.91 11.59 .64 .46 .30 1.23 .79 .73 .29 1.14

1.5-1.9 39 14.00 15.85 1.90 1.90 1.44 3.69 2.79 2.56 1.90 4.21

2.0-2.4 28 12.64 21.25 5.32 4.86 3.75 10.11 5.75 5.18 5.89 11.68

2.5-2.9 22 14.14 24.41 5.00 5.14 3.95 11.23 5.3E 5.36 4.23 12.59

3.0-3.4 11 16.91 22.36 5.45 5.00 4.09 10.00 5.55 5.09 4.27 10.55

3.5-3.) 15 14.60 31.87 4.67 4.27 3.53 12.27 5.60 4.73 4.33 13.67

4.0- 22 15.27 44.86 8.18 7.82 8.14 17.23 8.18 7.50 7.73 17.91

278

MA H QA

III. IV. V. VI.

VISUAL OT:R COMPREHENSION EIMING
ia QECODIUa ENC(= OF COMMANDS GESTURE

0.6-0.9 71 11.94 8.89 .61 2. ;4 3.17 .54

1.0-1.4 70 14.91 11.59 1.70 4.00 5.50 1.27

1.5-1.9 39 14.00 15.85 3.0q 8.08 3.72

2.0-2.4 28 12.64 21.25 3.96 5.96 9.00 11.68
2.5-2.9 22 14.14 24.41 3.45 6.27 8.05 2.27
3.0-3.4 11 16.91 22.36 4.09 7.36 9.82 4.73
3.5-3.9 15 14.60 31.87 4.13 7.13 9.00 3.80
4.0- 22 15.27 44.86 4.7? 7.73 9.82 1.68

278

LRO - Large Real Objects M - Miniatures
SRO - Small Real Objects CP - Colored Photos
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TABLE II
LANGUAGE NURSERY TEST

Mean Number of Items Passed By Life Age

CA N MA 12
BODY

I.

IMAGE
IDENT .

AUDITORY VOCAL PRESENTATION
MOTOR RESPONSE IDENT.

ECHO NAMING 120 SRO M CP
4-5 13 1.16 23.77 0 0 3.38 2.23 3.62 2.23 6.77
6-7 31 1.59 23.71 2.52 2.19 5.23 5.13 7.55 4.00 7.68

8-9 30 1.58 19.43 2.97 1.67 4.17 4.10 4.90 3.83 8.10
10-11 37 2.07 20.19 2.11 1.84 5.14 5.27 5.49 4.57 9.84
12-13 38 1.73 14.86 4.02 1.84 3.55 5.28 5.36 4.92 10.68

14-15 36 2.35 19.61 5.97 4.30 5.05 7.00 6.77 6.50 14.66
16-17 22 2.26 16.86 6.09 5.18 5.59 7.18 7.18 7.09 16.77
18-20 36 1.82 12.27 5.72 2.50 2.47 6.25 6.88 5.58 13.00

21-24 23 2.23 14.69 6.60 3.86 2.95 5.91 6.86 5.39 11.86
25- 12 1.99 13.66 5.08 3.00 2.91 4.00 4.33 5.08 6.25

278

II.

AUDITORY VISUAL PR:SEITT.TION VOCAL RESPONSE
Naming Echo

CA N PA IQ LRO SRO M CP LRO SRO CP
4-5 13 1.16 23.77 .85 .01 .01 1.00 .85 .01 .01 1.31
6-7 31 1.59 23.71 2.19 2.26 2.03 4.35 2.74 2.32 2.23 5.03
8-9 30 1.58 19.43 2.17 1.57 .87 3.20 1.77 1.03 .93 3.57
10-11 37 2.07 20.19 1.89 1.73 1.62 3.46 2.22 2.11 1.54 4.30
12-13 38 1.73 14.86 1.81 1.73 1.44 4.21 1.89 1,94 1.57 4.36
14-15 36 2.35 19.61 4.02 3.75 3.38 8.77 4.16 3.91 3.30 9.66
16-17 22 2.26 16.86 4.90 4.50 3.36 9.81 9.81 4.36 3.27 10.04
18-20 36 1.82 12.27 1.94 2.50 1.94 4.27 2.27 2.72 2.36 5.13
21-24 23 2.23 14.69 2.78 2.69 2.52 5.69 3.08 3.26 3.04 7.39
25- 12 1.99 13.66 1.75 1.16 1.16 5.33 3.33 2.82 3.00 4.08

278

CA N MA IQ
VISUAL
DECODING

IV. V. Vt.
MOTOR COMPREHENSION ENCODING
ENCCDING OF COrMANDS GESTURE

4-5 13 1.16 23.77 1.54 3.77 4.00 1.77
6-7 31 1.59 23.71 2.06 3.94 6.26 3.00
8-9 30 1.58 19.43 2.03 4.0) 5.57 2.57
10-11 37 2.07 20.19 2.54 3.81 5.67 2.32
12-13 38 1.73 14.86 1.97 4.10 6.31 1.24
14-15 36 2.35 19.61 2.80 5.77 7.77 . 1.41
16-17 22 2.26 16.86 2.63 5.50 8.04 1.04
18-20 36 1.82 12.27 2.88 5.27 7.41 2.75
21-24 23 2.23 14.69 3.43 8.69 7.21 2.69
25- 12 1.99 13.66 1.41 3.66 5.50 1.33

278
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TABLE III
LANGUAGE NURSERY TEST

Percentage Items Passed Language Nursery Scale by M.A. Level
I.

MA N CA IO

I

BODY
IDENT.

AUDITORY VMAL PR:(3ENTATION
MOTOR R SPOPSE IDENT.

E3HO NAMING LRO SRO M CP
0.6-0.9 71 11.94 9.89 15.8 2.4 3.8 17.5 20.3 15.3 13.8
1:1-1.4 70 14.:1 11.59 29.1 6.0 11.3 33.6 50.7 34.8 29.6
1.5-1.9 39 14.00 15.85 51.5 22.6 49.7 70.3 84.1 69.2 60.5
2.0-2.4 28 12.64 21.25 67,9 53.5 77.9 91.4 95.2 86.1 80.0
2.5-2.9 22 14.14 24.41 60.4 54.1 69.1 75.0 85.9 89.9 81.4
3.0-3.4 11 16.91 22.36 73.6 73.6 54.5 89.1 90.9 95.0 92.9
3.5-3.9 15 14.6 31.87 68.0 52.7 47.3 80.0 94.1 92.6 81.8
4.0- 22 15.27 44,86 89.5 93.2 84.5 98.6 100.0 10040 90.5

278

MA N. CA

TI

AUDITORY VISUAL PRESENT.

L:11

1,n0 SRO

TION - KSPONSE

M. CP
rcho

PP PO PQ
0.6-0.9 71 11.94 8.89 1.7 1.5 1.4 1,41 j 3.2 3.0 2.8 3.0
1.0-1.4 70 14.91 11.59 6.4 5.1 1.3 5.5 7.9 3.1 3.2 5.2
1.5-1.9 39 14.0 15.85 19.0 21.1 16.0 16,8 t 27.9 28,4 21.1 19.1
2.0-2.4 28 12.64 21.25 53.2 54.0 41.7 45.9 57.5 57.6 65.4 53.1
2.5-2.9 22 14.14 24.41 50.0 57.1 43.9 51.0 53.6 59.6 47.0 57.2
3.0-3.4 11 16.91 22.36 54.5 55.5 45.4 45.5 55.5 56.5 47.4 47.9
3.5-3.9 15 14.6 31.87 46.7 47.4 39.2 55.8 56.0 52,5 48.1 62.1
4.0- 22 15.27 44.86 81.8 86.8 90.4 78.3 81.8 83.3 85.9 81.4

278

MA N. CIA ;4

III.

VISUAL
DECODING

IV.
MOTOR
ENCODING

COMPREHENSION
OF COMMANDS

V_... VI.

ENCODING
GESTURE

0.6 -0,9 71 11.94 8.89 52.2 30.5 31.7 9.0
1.0-1.4 70 14.91 11.59 34.0 50.0 55.0 21.2
1.5-1.9 39 14.0 15.85 61.6 59.3 80.8 62.0
2.0-2.4 28 12.64 21.25 79.2 74.5 90.0 28.0
2.5-2.9 22 14.14 24.41 69.0 78.4 80.5 37.8
3.0-3.4 11 16.91 22.36 81.8 92.0 92.2 78.8
3.5-3.9 15 14.6 31.87 82.6 89.1 90.0 63.3
4.0- 22 15.27 44.86 94.6 96.6 92.8 28.0

278

LRO - Large Real Objects
SRO - Small Real Object:

M - Miniatures
CP - Colored Photos
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TABLE IV

LANGUAGE NURSERY TEST RESULTS
POST TESTING RESULTS

N=143

I. BODY IMAGE
IMPROVED POORER SAME

8 ( 8 (6%)
10 ( V)) 9 (6%)
24 (17%) 10 (7%)

- MOTOR RESPONSE IDENTIFICATION

127

124

109

A. Echo
B. Naming
C. Identification

II. AUDITORY VOCAL PRESENTATION
A. Large Real Objects 12 ( 8%) 7 ( 5%) 124
B. Small Real Objects 17 (12%) 10 ( 7%) 116
C. Miniatures 29 (20%) 10 ( 7%) 104
D. Colored Photos 20 (14%) 8 ( 6%) 115

AUDITORY VISUAL PRESENTATION - VOCAL RESPONSE
Naming:
A. L.R.O 11 ( 8%) 4 ( 3%) 128

B. S.R.O. 10 ( 7%) 6 ( 4%) 127
C. M. 10 ( 7%) 6 ( 4%) 127
D. C.P. 11 ( 8%) 5 ( 3%) 127

Echo
A. L.R.O. 10 ( 7%) 5 ( 3%) 128
B. S.R.O. 10 ( 7%) 5 ( 3%) 128
C. M. 11 ( 8%) 6 ( 4%) 126
D. C.P. 12 ( 8%) 4 ( 3%) 127

III. VISUAL DECODING 20 (14%) -11 ( 8%) 112

IV. MOTOR ENCODING 30 (21%) 15 (10%) 98

V. COMPREHENSION OF CG4NANDS 25 (17%) 7 ( 5%) 120

VI. ENCODING GESTURE 15 (10%) 24 (17%) 104
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CONTINGENT REINFORCErENT FOR TRAINING ATTENDAM

IN BEHAVIOR 1XDIFICATION SKILLS1

Luke S. Watson, Jr., James M. Gardnor and Christopher Sanders

Columbus State Institute and Ohio State University

In a combination institutional-community behavior modification

program, established at Columbus Statc Institute to train severely

and profoundly mentally retarded2 residents, a major thesis is that

in order to ensure the success of the project, it is necessary to uti-

lize contingent reinforcement with the staff as well as the residents.

Many problems that develop in these kinds of projects are due to p,:r-

sonnel problems as opposed to resident problems. Most existing be-

havior modification programs have given little or no attention to the

use of contingent reinforcement with their staff.

In keeping with this thesis, reinforcement contingencies are es-

tablished for the superintendent, the clinical director, the director

of nursing, nursing supervisors, ward attendant supervisors, attendants

and community workers as well as for residents. The rule of thumb is

that you determine the behavior you rant to shape in your staff and

residents and make this behavior contingent upon reinforcement. The

conting,:ncies established for the superintendent, clinical director

and director of nursing are, of course, not as stringent as those sot

up for ward supervisors, attendants and community program staff.

The primary goal of this program is to habilitate all of the sev-

ercly and profoundly retarded children at Columbus State Institute.

'14



This component of the institutional population constitutes approximate-

ly 500 persons who occupy 15 wards. The strategy used to realize this

goal is to dcal with the wards, one at a time; to train both the re-

sidents and the attendants vorkin; on the ward, after training is

completed; move to another ward. Residents arc taught self-help and

social skills while attendants are taught how to use contingent rein-

forcement procceurcs to shone and maintain these skills in such retard-

ates. This procedure is scheduled to continue until all attendants

and residents on all 15 wards arc trained.

In order to provide additional staff for the institutional pro-

gram, community workers, Youth Corps workers and Ohio State University

students receive supervised behavior modification training on the ward.

1:1111c they arc acquiring behavior modification skills, they arc also

providing badly needed clinical service to the institutional program.

Two secondary goals then, ar, to provide a training facility for par-

sons who v411 be involved in behavior modification programs elscvhcro;

and more specifically, to train workers who will orov16,-. the nec,:ssary

manpower for a community behavior modification program. The community

grogram is designed to teach selfhelp an(' social skills to emotionally

disturbed mentally retarded and autistic children living at home.

STAFF AND FUOCTIONS THEY SERVE

lattitattsla
Wird Staff. There are two groups of ward staff working in the

institutional program. One group is the Itinerant Training Team, con-

sisting of 13 attendant level technicians and one RN program director.

The second group is the regular yard staff. The Itinerant Training

Team comprise the nucleus of the ward training team, They move onto

45
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a ward, relieve the regular ward attendants of their child care and

nursing duties, and begin teachLng the residents self-help and socia'

skills. iceihile, the regular ware' attendants ane the ward matron

become fulltim train:es and attend both an academic behavior modif-

ication program and serve an internship. They serve the internship

on the same ware occupied by the Itinerant Training Team - -their home

ward. During their int.rnship, they tc-ch residents self-h:lp and sociA

skills under supervision of the Itinerant Training Team. Thus, they

provide additional manpor for training residents. 'Mien the resi-

dents and regular v2re attendants complete training, the Itinerant

Training Teem nOveS onto another ward leaving the now trained attend-

ants to maintain the newly acquired self-help and social skills in

residents.

The following self -help skills arc taught to residents by the

Itinerant Training Team and the, attendant trainees serving their in-

ternships proper us,:, of the toilet to eliminate, dressing, undress-

ing, going into the lunchroom cafeteria fashion and eating with a spoon

vithout stcalin7 from one's neighbor, bathing, toothbrushing, end comb-

ing their hair. asiki skills taught are: reccptive or functional

language end speech, social end normal pray b-hevior, ,motional be-

havior control, educational skills, and staple ,vrk

Extraver4 Staff. A group of seven professional staff, five psy-

chologists, on: speech therapist and a program administrator, either

provide direct training to residents or act as consultants to the vard

program. A psychologist and the speech therapist provide residents titte

daily speech training. Cm psychologist op rates en advanced preschool

for residents. this group has helped set up and act as consultants



for three yard programs: the social behavior development program,

the receptive language and concept development program, and the pre-

school program. In addition they train and consult 1th Youth Corps

workers, community progrem trainees ant' undergraduate and graduate

students from Ohio State University rcciving training.

Youth Corps Porkers and university students also receive behavior

morlification treininc and participate in various phases of the ward

progrem, usually the ecucational or language programs. Youth Corps

work,rs arc enrollee in the program for the purpose of learning an

occupational skill. University students, majoring in psychology, spe-

cial education ant' speech correction, are taking behavior modification

training for course credit. There arc oreinarily four Youth Corps

workers ant: 15 university students participating in the program.

Community

The cxtrainstitutional behavior modification program provides

treatment for autistic am' .notionally disturbed mentally retarded

children living in the comrunity. The purpose of this program is to

habilitate chileren at home: teeth than sufficient self-help ant! social

skills to allow then to adapt to life in the community, teach their

moth rs how to maintain these skills after they have been acqu,r:d, and

prevent them from beine., committed to an institution. The program is

designed to eventually car. for 64 thiPren. nay may rang: from pro-

foundly retarded to cdutabl: retarded. The one characteristic they

have in common is that they arc severe behavior problems. A second-

ary coal is to provide manporet to operat th: social skill eo/Aopmcnt

programs on t,ards vacated by the itinerant Training team.

4 ?
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The program staff consists of the same seven professional pe=rsons

involved in the institutional procram, the mothers of the children in

the community program and volunteers. The professional staff train

the mothers and volunteers and supervise them as they train the chile-

dren in the, hlme setting. The mothers and the volunteer force attend

the institutional academic behavior modification progrtm, the volunteers

serve a four-month ward internship an0 the mothers serve a more ab-

breviated internship since most cannot leave their children for such

an extended period of time. During their internship, the volunt:crs

learn to use these behavior modification skills an' proviee a badly

needed source of manpover for maintaining the ward social skill program

after the Itinerant Training Team vacate. rothers 1 am behvior mod-

ification skills that not only allo thm to help train their Om child.

ren, but also make. it possible for them to maintain this behzvior once

it is learned. After the internship, mothers and volunteers work vith

a child in his home, teaching him self-help and social skills similar

to thc ones taught on the yard. Since some of The children in the com-

munity program are of a higher level than those in the institutional

program, thc sodial skills taught arc more similar to those taught to

normal children, e.g., the educational program includes releing and

mathematics phases.

TRAMIIG

The 1:havinr Iodification Training, Program is set up in tvo phases:

classroom training end ward internship. The classroom phase is designed

to develop to ty-xs of skillst behavior modification-v:e:al behavior

and actual behavior modification skills. The purpose of the verbal

behavior component is to provide the trainee with a set of principles

'IS
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or a conceptual system that will enable her to analyze the multitude

of behavioral problems she will encounter in terms of behavior modif-

ication principles. She is taught behavior modification s%ills so that

she will know how to translate behavior modification principles into

action. The ward internship phase of training allows the trainee to

develop the skills acuired in the classroom to a high level of profi-

ciency an learn to apply them to retarded residents in a "arc' situat-

ion. Attendants, Youth Corps workers, community volunteers and mothers

of children in the community program vo through this program as it is

described. University students go through a truncated form of this

program.

Classroom Training

Trainees learn both principles of behavior modification and how

to apply then to real life behavioral problems in the classroom phase

of training. The classroom program lasts approximately three weeks.

Teaching is accomplished through a contingent textbook-lecture-discussion

series. There are nine such units. The trainee starts by receiving

her first textbook assignment. In order to be admitted to the corres-

ponding lecture, she must make a passing grade (90 percent correct)

on an examinztion that evaluates her understanding of the textbook

assignment. If she passes, she can proceed to the lecture: if she

fails, she must repeat the textbook assignment and take a second

examination. If she fails the exam a second time, she is required to

repeat the reading-text procedure, and if she fails it e third time

she is tutored until she understands the material, an4 then progresses

to the lecture. The textbook is uritten so that few persons over repeat an exam

more than once. Designed by the senior author, it is written in layman's lan-

guage using copron everyday examples to illustrate the different principles. no
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attempt is mace to teach trainees to talk and act like more tradition-

al acad:micelly trained psychologists.

Lecture material is prcsent:d by tape recorder along vith 35mn.

slides that illustrate the recorded subject matter. The lecture is an

extension and further illustration of the material presented in the

text. It is dcsign:d to clarify and amplify the text. The same con-

tingencies required for progressing from the textbook assignment to

the lecture are also rcquircj for moving on to the corresponding dis-

cussion. The trainee must pass a lecture examination at the 90 per-

cent level. The purpose of contingent exminetions is to prevent train-

ees from progressing to subsequent steps of the program until they have

satisfc:torily understood previous steps. A 90 percent text criterion

is used in order that she understands each prorran component vil. The

discussion is dzsign:d to clarify any material that yes rot understood

in the lecture. Lecture examinetions are evaluated to determine areas

of ambiguity, th se areas are then coy:red in the discussion. After

the trainee conplJes the discussion, she r.ccivcs her next textbook

assignment on noncontingent basis. There is no discussion examination.

Three prinoi?les arc taught in the course: contingent rcinforce-

ment, shaping, ene stir,-ulus control. The basic notion about reinforce-

ment, as it is presented, is that reinforcement is something people

like or are willing to Lork to obtain. It is emphasized that contingent

reinforcement is the cone pt that accounts for behavior %einc., shaped

and naintetned. A person is required to do something tc 9:t the re-

inforcement. Reinforcement is considered further in terms of accelerat-

ing and decelerating behavior. The shaping paincipl, constitutes th.:,

progranning concept. Shaping techniques aro characterized as pr,cedures

used to nold or develop com-Wx behavior. Tixt subprintiples, successive
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approximtion anc' chaining, arc present:.d as the basic shaping prim-

ci-')Ies. Stimulus control is presented as a - principle that explains

illy behavior °cc. rs appropriately or inappropriately. Illustrations

such as rap.: anc' ref;b:ry arc used as examples of people in society

being' under inappropriate stimulus control. Stopping one's car vhen

an approaching traffic light turns red or accelerating after it turns

gr:cn are illustrations of behavior that is under appropriate stimulus

control.

After all nine textbook-lecture-discussion units are successfully

completed, th: trainee progresses to actual behavior shaping training.

Shc begins by seeing a movie anc' a deronstration of teaching self-help

skills to severely anc' profoundly retereed chileren. Next she attempts

to apply bah-vior modification skills herself uith o fcllo' trainee

in a role playing situation. One trainee plays the role of a behavior

modifier yhilc the other plays the role of e ret:reatel then their roles

are reversed. "hcn the trainee can pass a behavioral test that assesses

hot v.ell she can actually apply bchtvior moCific:tion tchni ucs (at

a 90 percent lev 1), she is assigned a severely or -rofoundly retarded

child and attempts to teach him self-help stalls. -hen she passes a

second behavioral test in the one-chile situation, (again at a 90 per-

Ccnt level), she has completed classroom training, receives her vard

assignment, anc' begins an internship that lasts for op'Nroxinetely five

months.

uniaatuaia2

The t'ar'' inte..-nsh17 serves to functions. First, it lrovides

trainees 'ith tn opportunity to eev-lol anc' improve the behavior moe-

ification learned in Wc classroom; and second, it provides the



vare -ith a mass of manpo-er. The. Itin rant Treining Teem comprises

th: primary tezchin- force su'>portcd by t'iL professional staff. The

Ulm:rent Training Team provides six persons :arh on the ecy an(' the

afternoon shifts. In Addition, the four regular ..rd staff serve their

internship on the yarr' %hile it is occupied by the itinerant Training

Team. i'our Itirlertnt Training Team members serve a resident training

function :MIL to act as program administrators. Three of the regular

vard staff trAnccs serve a resident training function, 'hilc one car-

rics out administrative. duties. Thar: is one attendant for each four

to five children. Attendant trainees teach self-hclp and social skills

to retardates under the supervision of the Itinerant Training Tcam.

The Itinerant Traini-g Team is involved 'ith both training children

anC training i:nd supervising attendant trainees. Youth Corps 1-Aorkcrs

assist the Itin rant Training Team members and vork under their super-

vision.

AfLr six to eight months, the Itin rent Training Term phases out,

leaving the tare to be administered by the no trained regular Iard

attendants. The regular v!ard attendants are sup.,1:m..ntC by the com-

munity volunteers serving their four-month internship. Th_ volunteers

perticipzL in the social skill dcvAoped programs, such as language

dev:lopmnt and educational skill development. An additional source

of menpoPT1 is proviecd by university students. They are ,Jsutlly in-

volved in the langur,e and educational :,rograms, corking under the

sw)trvision of the professional staff.

AtIllfqtaiirillI Of STtFF



Reinforcement uscd in the classroom consists of progressing from

on: nart of the academic progrrm to the next, recognition or annroval

from th- instructor an0 peers, and time off from training. Sin:c pro-

gress from a given teldbook assignment to the corresponding lecture is

contingent upon a 90 percent examination prtdc, and progress from the

lecture to the discussion is contingent upon a scconC 90 percent exa-

mination grade, reinforcement for 90 percent examination grades is pro-

gress t',rough different components of the academic program. The sam,

contingency hobs for the role playing and one child phases of training.

During classroom eiscussions, the instructor asks questions about

problem areas revealed ';y the lecture exam, and requires all trainees

to discuss the lecture content. During these discussions, trainees

are given vcrb..1 recognition by the instructor for correct responses.

People Who finish the classroom program ahead of the rest of the group

receive time off.

nut
There are three main contingent reinforcements us .d ith attendant

trainees and II: Itinerant Training Tart 1) the tothority and respon-

sibility to make changes in the program goals ane the '.'ay th, program

is implemented, 2) recognition fror supervisors end peers, en0 3) time

off from The re is a vtckly staff meeting on the 1..:re that is

similar to a group therapy session. Attendnt trainees, the Itinrrnt

Training Team, the program directors and administrators sit dwri and

discuss resident training, problems and staff problems. Those attend-

ing the meeting h;ve the right to criticize tnyonc in th. program, and

if a consensus is obtained, chengcs are made in arc' °gelation procedures.

For extmplc, if attendant trainees protest that their custodial duties
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are so tine consunimj that no tmc is left to teach retardates self-

help s! :ills, en effort is ma0c to isolate the cause of this problem,

anf! stens select-0 by the atter-Wants are tek:n to eliminate it.

Three forms of recognition are used es reinforcement. An Itin-

erant Training Team ncmber nay b wTtching a trainee to ching a re-

tardzto a self -help and tell h:r she is doing a good job of train-

ing, or she nay comment on the ouality of the trainee's data sheet.

Second, during each weekly Yard staff meeting, trainees and members of

the Itin:rent Training Team arc given recognition for having made a

significant behavioral change in a particular chile. The child's mane

is announced en(' the chairman of the meetin then describes the nature

of his improvement and announces the names of the persons vilo work pith

that child. The arson's picture is tak.n and Hosted on the "Recognition

Bulletin Board". Third, an engraved plaque is a'-arcd each month to the

group of trainees and mrters of the Itinerant Training Team Olose child-

ren shoved the greatest progress during the past 30 days.

Time off is given primarily for attendance and punctuality. ilsen

a person has come to work Without bring late for 25 successive days,

she receives a half day off. This procedure appeared to result in a

marked reduction in absenteeism end tardiness. Tim: off vas also used

successfully to reinforce data collection.

In order to make it possible to use contingent rcinforcemnt lAth

attendant trainees ark' the Itin:rent Training Teem, a chain of respon-

sibility end acccuntability is clearly defined to determine !hich per-

sons are accountable for the different nerd functions. Each attendant

trained and tech member of the Itin:rant Training team is responsible

for certain childr:n and cert:in custodial dutict and accountable to



one sup rvisor. If some aspect of training or some custoc'ial duty is

neglected, it is clear rho is responsible. If a nert!oular phase of

training uith certain children or c:rtain custodial duties is bring

carried out satisfactorily, it is clear rho should' be given recognit-

ion. Similarly the duties snd responsibilities of the s-pervisors are

also clearly defined. Supervisors arc responsibl,-. for attcnd:nt trainees

and members of the Itinerant Training Team and accountable to the program

director. If en attendant trainee or a member of th_ Itinerant Train-

ing Team is neglecting her (tut :es, it is the responsibility of the super-

visor to find out Thy and correct the situation. It is also the res-

ponsibility of the supervisor to give recognition then certain contin-

gencies have been satisfied. Further, it is the responsibility of the

V:ard Program Director to sec that the suncrvisor executes her duties

and' to give the supervisor recognition for contingencies that have been

established for her that s'c has satisfactorily mot. Shc, in turn, is

accountabl: to the Program Coordinator tbo is responsible for giving

reinforcement and feedback to the '!arl Procjam Dircctor. The Program

Coordinator is accouAteble to the Director of nursing Servir:es and the

Clinical Director. The Clinical Director is responsible for the Pro-

gram Coordinator en :' is accounable to the Suncrintendent to is rc-

sponsible for her. The Program Coordinator has the additional respon-

sibility of nrovidinv reinforcement for the Director of Ibrsinc), Clinical

Director, ane Su:lerintenecnt in order to maintain their interest and

s'ivort for the program. Reinforcement for th:, &%71<rintenecnf, Clinical

Director, and Ditcttor of hosing ilsually consists of Getting federal

ronty for NI. tlinictl programs, initiation of no. programs tihich help

solve chronic resident ptelvas, on,' providing favorable publicity for

th institution.



cacLusion

This ard prac:ram appears to have survived the rigors of in-

stitutional resistance to a no' resident treatm:,nt project and

probably 'oecome a part of the institutional st7tus mg. The com-

munity procrtm is still in its infancy and volunteer recruitment is

a difficult problem but its chances of survival appear to be rood.

Participants in both ,,rograms feel that they have made progress in train-

ing that yould not hive been achieved ith more conventional resident

and staff training and management procedures. Other institutions and

community school procjams for the mcn'tlly rettv'ed in Ohio are begin-

ning to adopt some of the %ehavior modification techniques used in these

t' :o pro rams. In conclusion, continent reinforcement appears to be

effectiv- for sht:Anc and maintaining behavior modification s!:ills in

staff,

6



FOOTNOTES

'This program ve.s supported in part by a Hosnital Improvement

Program grant Ho. 1 R20 KR 02119-01, and a Hos2ital Inservice Train-

ing grant Ho. 1 T10 HR 05116-01 from the Division of I;ental Service,

Department of Health, Educati:m and '!elfare, and also a Staffing of

Community Kental Retardation Facilities grant No. 1 H01 ;II 08181-01 from

the Division of i:ental Retardation, Rehabilitation Services Administra-

tion, Social anc! Rehabilitation Service, De)artr-ent of Health, Education

and ':elfare.

2Heber, R. F. I manual on Terminology and Clamification in Rental

RetardztIon. American Journal rental Deficiency, 1%1, (2nd ed.)

MonooreDh 3,inr,1enent, Connecticut: American Association

on Mental Deficiency, 1961, 109pp.
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PEERS AS CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR MODIFIERS'

Robert G. Wahler, Ph.D.

University of Tennessee

Behavior modification procedures based on reinforcement theory

have been applied to child behavior by a variety of adult "therapists."

Parents, teachers, institutional ward attendants, and various t..antal

health professionals ha;e repeatedly demonstrated their abilities to

modify the deviant child's behavior (see Bandura, 1969).

One important aspect of these demonstrations is the ever grow.

ing interest in evaluating and programming the child's natural envir-

onment, Patterson (1969), for example, has shown parents and teachers

appear to support deviant child behavior through differential atten-

tion provided in the home or in the classroom. These kinds of "base-

line" assessments are of importance, not only in a theoretical sense,

but they also have diagnostic value. That is, a prescription for ther-

apeutic action is often available when such information is set within

a reinforcement theory paradigm. If a parent or teacher is shown to

attend systematically to the child's problem behavior, it then follows

from a reinforcement theory viewpoint that a reversal of this pattern

might weaken the behavior. Reversal in this sense means shifting the

'adult attention from deviant to non-deviant child behavior.

'This research was supported in part by Research Grant IC 16190-01A1
from the National institute of Mental Health.
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To date, a variety of investigations have documented the diagnostic

value of baseline assessments of the deviant child in his natural environ-

ment. Parents, found to provide social attention contingencies for the

deviant child's problem behavior, have been trained to shift these con-

tingencies with remarkable effects on the problem behavior (e.g.,

Hawkins, Peterson, Schwied, and Bijou, 1966). Following baseline

assessments or teachers' interactions with deviant children, similar

therapeutic measures have yielded positive changes in student behavior

(e.g., Thomas, Becker, and Armstrong, 1968). Thus, as far as parents

and teachers are concerned, naturalistic observation has lead to

promising new functions for these components of the deviant child's

social environment.

A Neglected Social Component

Within the last five years a number of research and action

oriented workers have demonstrated the potential importance of peers as

behavior modifiers. Available studies indicate that the peer group

probably operas in much the same manner as do adults -- and that their

influence in some settings may actually be greater than that of adults.

Unfortunately, much of this research has been correlational or purely

observational in design, thus limiting interpretations of the findings.

However, the findings have been consistent: In naturalistic settings

ranging ;rcm nursery schools to institutional homesfor delinquent girls,

the peer grc,p has been found to operate in a systematic fashion,

dispensing its social attention in various forms for specific aspects of

the child's behavior. For example, delinquent girls receive reliable

peer approval for anti-social responses but not for pro-social responses

(Buehler, Patterson, and Furniss, 1966); pre-schoolers are likely to

r'()
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continue aggressive actions if they are follov!ed by a certain kind of

peer attention, but not if other kinds are dispensed by the group

(Patterson, Littman, and Bricker, 1968). Interestingly enough, one..of

the studies, (Buehler, et. pl., 1966) produced correlational evidence

to suggest that the peer group may often be more important than adults

in the control of deviant child behavior. Partial support for this con-

clusion is also available from the observational work of Wright and his

colleagues (Wright, 1967). Essentially, these investigators discovered

that peers constitute the most common source of social interactions after

the child reaches the age of eight.

Perhaps the clearest ddmonstration of peer group influence on

deviant child behavior was reported by Patterson and Brodsky (1966).

These investigators attempted to increase interactions between a

deviant child and members of his peer group. While the attempts proved

successful, information reflecting the role of peers in the maintenance

of the child's problem behavior was lacking; in addition, the necessary

experimental steps to demonstrate causality were not conducted.

In summary, the background data are clears the peer group may

sustain the deviant behavior of its group members. Also, some evidence

is available to show that the group, if properly directed, can modify

such behavior. Thus experimental efforts in this therapeutic direction

are warranted.

This paper presents findings produced by several lines of peer

therapist investigation at the University of Tennessee. The in?estiga-

tions have differed in terms of the deviant populations studied, and in

the methods used to obtain therapeutic control. They have been

similar in ...he sense that children composing the deviant child's natural
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environment have been chosen as therapists; and, in all cases the

school classroom was the natural environment.

. Ualsroom Discipline: Peer Reinforcement Control of Problem Children.

This investigation was conducted by the author in collaboration

with Robert Solomon of the University of Tennessee. Essentially, the aim

was to examine the effectiveness of peers as behavior modifiers of dis-

ruptive classroom behavior.

Subjects, treatment setting, and observers.

Subjects were ten boys selected from a fifth grade classroom in

a county school. The classroom was recommended by the school principal

because of long-term discipline problems presented by the students.

Prior to the beginning of the study, the teacher had threatened to resign

her position if the problems were not handled in some way.

Discussions with the teacher and informal observations of the

classroom activities revealed that five children were the major violaters

of classroom rules. These children were designated as "target subjects"

and represented our deviant sample.

Further discussions with the teacher were.atmee.at'V5Ucqnt five

peerb to serve as potential behavior modifiers for the target subjects.

These children were designated as "control subjects". Since we intended

to train the control subjects through instructions and observer feedback,

a history of cooperation with adults was deemed a most important seldction

criterion. A second, and equally important selection factor concerned

the child's popularity with the other children. Assuming that popularity

was an indicator of a child's reinforcement value for the other children,

high scorers on a sociometric schedule were given priority as subjects.

01;a...161
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Observers used in this study ,,ere graduate stueents trained in

natural science principles of observation and operant techniques. Most

of the data were collected by single observers, although periodic reliability

checks were obtained at various phases of the study.

Procedure.

Following the selection of target and control subjects, the teacher

was instructed to seat one control subject next to each target subject.

This procedure accomplished one goal: it yould now be possible to examine

control subject attention as it occurred contingent upon target subject

behavior. In essence, this phase could serve as a baseline step in deter-

mining peer support of deviant child behavior.

Behavior and Stimulus Classes. The first few observation

sessions were geared to obtain samples of target subject behavior.

Observers were instructed to record in longhand a running record of

target subject behavior. These records were then discussed betWeen

the teacher and the author to provide concrete examples of hoe the

target subjects disrupted the classroom activities. Three specific

behaviors Yore clearly identified as disruptive by all concerned: talking

(including laughing and shouting); out of seat (any unauthorized leaving

of seat); object play (manipulation of any classroom irrelevant object).

These behaviors were scored separetely but grouped into a single class

for data presentation purposes. The class was labeled disruptive behavior.

A single stimulus class was formulated to record the -ontrol

subjects' behavior. Since their behavior was conceptualized as possible

reinforcers for the target subjects' behavior, they vere considered on the

stimulus side of the reinforcement theory paradigm. Any verbal or physical

action was scored as a single instance of the stimulus class social
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attention, To be scored, these actions had to be considered, in the

observers' judgment, to be directed at a target subject.

Reponse and stimulus units. After the behavior and stimulus

classes were formulated, further observations were obtained through a

time unit checklist. Each target child was observed for five minutes per

session, the subject order being determined on a random basis. Observers

sco'.7ed the subjects's behavior at ten second intervals, allowing a maximum

of one disruptive behavior per interval. The first didruptive behavior

occurring during an interval was recorded for that interval. thus, for

each observation session, a maximum of thirty disruptive responses was

possible for each target subject. Social attention provided by control

subjects was scored according to the same procedure.

Baseline sessions. A total of five sessions was devoted to

naturalistic observation oF target and control subjects. Unit counts of

disruptive behavior and social attention appeared to he relatively con-

sistent from session to session at the end of that time. The last base-

line session was videotaped for the peer training procedures described

later.

Peer training. Following completion of baseline, the authors

and the teacher met with the five control subjects. First, the children

were asked to "help" the five target subjects. Since it was common

knowledge hat the target subjects were poor students (academically),

the control subjects were told that they might improve the target subjects'

grades. When all control subjects agreed, the authors described

observer records of disruptive behavior. The control subjects quickly

pointed out, with little adult assistance, that disruptive behavior inter-
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fered with academic progress. Following this conclusion, the authors

asked "why" the disruptive behavior occurred. Again the control subjects

were quick to mention that peer attention was a very large factor, although

none implicated themselves.

At this stage in the conference, the teacher began to direct much

of the discussion. This was done by intent since she would be responsi-

bli, for maintaining the hoped for changes in control subject behavior.

Parts of reinforcement theory were explained to the subjects in

simple terms; that is, narticular emphasis was placed on the concepts

of extinction an shaping. The control subjects were told that behavior

depends on its consequences: if a response is desirable, following it

with social approval may insure its future occurrence; conversely,

undesirable behavior may be eliminated if its usual consequences are

eliminated. In an effort to illustrate these statements and to specify

desirable and undesira -le behaviors of the target subjects, the video-

tape of the final baseline session was presented. The subjects were

told to stop the video -tape (by signal) whenever they spotted undesirable

behavior (our category-disruptive behavior) or whenever they spotted

desirable behavior. When stops occurred, target subject behavior was

discussed and its social attention contingencies were examined as well.

The final phase of the discussion involved specific instructions

to the control subjects. They were told to ignore disruptive behavior and

to provide approval for desirable behaviors such as reading and writing

(whenever possible). The teacher then announced that she would keep a

daily tally of correct and incorrect attention contingencies provided by

each control subject. This tally would be discussed by the teacher and

the control subjects at the end of each day.
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The meeting terminated with this advice to the control subjects:

"Do not discuss this project in c'etail with your classmates. If they ask

about your role in the project or announce that they have caught on to

your role, just say that you are helping the University guys and you can't

talk about it until later".

Further training vas provided by the teacher through her discJssions

with the control subjects at the end of each day. These discussions served

as a source of motivation for control subjects and to correct their contin-

gencies.

Experimental demonstrations of peer reinforcement control. As

later data will show, this training intervention was followed by marked

reductions in target subject disruptive behavior. To evaluate the reinforece-

ment role of control subject attention contingencies in producing these

effects, several weeks were devoted to reinstating baseline contingencies

for the target subjects. This "reversal" was accomplished through another

meeting with the control subjects. Following this probe to assess causality,

the control subjects were instructed to resume their therapeutic contingencies.

Results

The slide describes mean unit counts of disruptive behavior pro-

duce° by the five target subjects (web baseline and treatment phases of

the study. From an individual subject viewpoint, it is worthy to note that

response curves for each of the target subjects follow the trends depicted

here. Notice the gradual but stable decline in disruptive behavior

following the initial training of the control subjects. Although not

shown in this slide, control peer attention shifted from disruptive
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target behavior to more appropriate target responses. Then, when the

control subjects were instructed to shift their attention (to disruptive

behavior), predictable target subject behavior followed, As the slide

shows, this reversal phase resulted in a sizeable increase in-disruptive

behavior. Finally, when the control subjects resumed their selective at-

tention to non-disruptive behavior, a sharp decline in disruptive behavior

followed. Thus, the experimental evidence is clear: the control sub-

jects were effective sources of reinforcement for the taroet subjects,

and these sources were instrumental in producing changes in target sub-

ject disruptive behavior.

Some anecdotal data are of inter.lat. Initially ve worried about

stressful effects of these operations on the control subjects. Anyone

who can recall his elementary school experiences Will attest to the

likelihood of peer ostracism directed at the "teacher's pet" or "creep";

working to help the teacher is often frowned upon by the peer group.

Surprisingly enough, just the reverse effect occurred with our control

subjects. They were often imitated by the other children and their friend-

ships continued. In other words, they continued to hold their high

social status in the classroom. Perhaps their work as a team was a

factor here, or perhaps their initial popularity kept them in good graces.

In any case, their therapeutic actions did not result in aversive conse-

quences for them.

This study is now being replicated in another Knox County school.

The replication is more sophisticated than this effort in several ways:

(1) target subject achievement is also under evaluation and, (2) teacher

and peer reinforcement power will be compared.
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II. InikmauiAttizawixamtLary12912a0 gbiliusa: The Modification
of Peer Social Behavior.

This investigation was conducted by Sidney Teel of the University

of Tennessee (Tee, 1970). The long-range purpose of the study was to

examine the feasibility of placing retarded (Educable Mentally Retarded

or "EMR") children in regular elementary classrooms. The immediate

purpose of the study involved an attempt to increase EMR classroom

attention and to approximate normal peer interactions between one EMR

child and his non-retarded classmates.

!eel's review of the literature revealed that E? children

usually are ignored by their non-retarded peers. And, if the ENR is

at all successful in obtaining peer attention it is usually through be-

havior that arouses teacher displeasure (e.g., wandering about, shout-

ing, hitting). Clearly, if the EHR is to function adequately in the re-

oular classroom, modifications in his social behavior are of first impor-

tance. Assuming that peers do contribute to his disruptive behavior,

techniques aimed at therapeutic shifts in peer attention would be in oreer.

Teel attempted to effect such shifts through teacher reinforcement of

the non-retarded peers.

SuWects, treatment setting, and observers.

Six elementary classrooms (gade)) constituted the treatment

setting. Classrooms contained from 11 to 35 normal children and !. child

classified as EMR. Descriptions of observers used in this stuffy are

essentially the same as that of the first study reported in this paper.

Procedure.

Behavior and stimulus classet. Following discussions with the

teachers and observations of classroom and free play activity, three

classes of VAR behavior were formulated for study. Relevant behpyior,
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included group participation or sitting at desk and either writing or

looking at a book; irrelevant behavior encompassed looking around the

classroom, play with or staring at academically irrelevant objects;

peer interaction included non-aggressive talking, touching, or gesturing

to classmates. This latter behavior class was observed only during free

play times or during lunch time.

After these classes were formulated, further observations were

obtained through the ten-second time unit checklist used in the previous

study. Again, each EPR child was observed for five minutes per session.

Baseline sessions. When observer recording of these three

behavior classes appeared reliable, (85% agreement per class, per

session), the baseline sessions %..ere begun. After a total of four

sessions, the behavior classes displayed little variation in frequency

of occurrence between sessions. Thus, since the subject behavior op-

peered fairly stable, it was decided to initiate the treatment procedures,

Teacher training. Teacher training was designed to accomplish

two goalst (1) to increase the EYR's relevant classroom behavior

through teacher differential attention to the relevant behavior class;

(2) to increase non - aggressive EMR interactions with the normal peers.

This latter step was implemented through teacher differential attention

to a normal peer %then the EMR interacted appropriately with that peer.

Teacher attention to the peer was differential in the sense that only

pro - social peer responses to the EMI's interaction attempts were follow-

ed by teacher attention, Hopefully, this aspect of teacher training

would have a dual function; peer pro-social responses to the EM should

increase in frequency, and those peer responses should strengthen EAR

Interactions with the peers.
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Teacher training began with the reading, of a programed text

describing the application of reinforcement theory to childhood behavior

problems (Patterson and Guillon, 1968). In addition, the purpose of

This study was outlined for them and they were told to follow the above

procedures designed to increase the EMR's relevant and peer interaction

behaviors. Following the observation sessions, needed corrections were

pointed out to the teachers and/Or they were commended for their correct

contingencies.

Experimental demonstrations of teacher :;nd peer reinforcement

control. As in the first study, the role of social reinforcement contin-

gencies in producing changes in subject behavior was assessed by rein-

stating baseline contingencies. After the expected changes were evident

in EOR behavior, the teachers v,,,re instructed to resume their baseline

methods (non-differential attention) of attending to peers and the ER's.

Following this "reversal" phase, the teachers again resumed the differ-

ential attention program, thus completing the test of reinforcement control.

Results

The slide describes the behavior of one EVR child over ell

phases of the study. To simplify the data presentation, only relevant

behavior (labeled classroom attention) and peer interaction are plotted.

Notice the marked and stable change in classroom attention folloving the

teacher's differential attention to this behavior class. The reinforee-

ment control test for this behavior change is not depicted here' the out-

come provided clear evidence of this teacher's reinforcement control of

the EMR's classroom attention.
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Slide 2
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The training techniques used for peer therapists in our first

study are worthy of further exploration. Children at the fifth i,rade

level of elementary school mightbe effectively trained through techniques

normally used to train adult behavior therapists. It will be recalled

that instructions and observer feedback proved highly effective in direct-

ing peer attention contingencies for the behavior of target subjects. If

children of this age (and other age ranges) are indOed so responsive to

adult directions, the use of children as behavior modifiers has much to

recommend it.

Probably the most important conclusion presented by these studies

concerns their integration with other studies utilizing parents and teachers

as behavior therapists. The social environments of young deviant children

are primarily composed of three sources of reinforcement: parents, teachers,

and other children. It is also relatively common for the delviant child to

produce his problem behaviors in the presence of all three classes of

people. Since these sources have been shown to maintain the deviant

child's problem Cehaviur, therapeutic control of all three sources would

be indicated for optimal results. Post investigators, however, have

chosen to focus their trotment programs on only one or perhaps two of the

three sources. Logically, the most stable and general results would be

produced through shifting reinforcement contingencies provided by all

relevant people.
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Of greatest relevance to the tonic of this paper are the systematic

changes in ELIR-peer interactions. Notice that teacher shaping of these

interactions proved quite successful. As the slide indicates, teacher

differential attention to selected peers resulted in a sizeable increase

in the Ern's peer interactions. In other 1,oids, teacher reinforcement of

peer pro-social responses to the EM 's interaction attempts, "caused"

the UV to increase the frequency of these attempts. The conclusion of

causality is based on the reinforcement control test depicted in the

section between dotted lines. This section describes the outcome

of teacher reversal of her social attention -ontingencies for peer behavior.

Here she resumed her non-differential attention to peer behavior. Then,

following this test, the teacher resumed her differential reinforcement

of pro-social peer responses to the EHR's interaction attempts. Notice

that her second initiation of this shaping program resulted In a narked

increase in the EMR's peer interactions. Thus, the teacher's reinforce-

ment role in changing the frequency of these interactions seems quite

clear.

Naturally, we have chosen one of our best EMR subjects for this

presentation. Horvver, the other five subjects, while their behavior

changes mere not as dramatic, also behaved according to the social

attention contingencies set by their teacher and peers.

Discussion.

Ile have presented two lines of empirical investigation directed

at exploring the use of peers as behavior therapists. Mile these studies

did not examine long-term effectiveness of these therapists, their short-

term effects were clear. With retarded and behaviorally disturbed children,

peers can implement dramatic improvement in the problems presented by

there children.
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Needed: Programs for the Disturbed-Retardedl

Robert U. Conrad
Austin State School
Austin, Texas2

Since I didn't pick the title of this paper, I should warn you

that I intend to digress considerably from it.

Most everyone here would probably be quick to agree that retard-

ates, like, or more so, than normals, display on occasion symptoms

of emotional disturbance and that these individuals need speical

treatment that differs from the typical program for either emotionally

normal retardates or normal intelligence disturbed. To quote the re-

cent (May, 1970) action policy proposed for residential services of

the President's Committee on Mental Retardation, "Ideally, shoat term

programs should be made available to the retarded vith emotional,

social, and /or medical problems who require intensive treatment or

training within a sheltered environment".

Judging from the literature (if the tR literature does, in fact,

reflect the actual state of affairs in the field) one must conclude

that the number of available treatment (as opposed to custodial) pro-

grams for this population is extremely limited in number.

Based on my own ,x,rsonal exk-ritnce over the last two years in

planning, implementing and administering a program of this type, I

would like to reviev the problems associated pith program planning

for this population.

lthe proporetion of this article was supported, in part, by Grant No.
SR20-11W-2068-05 (442167) from the U.S. Department of Health, Education & 1:elfare.

2Nort at the office of Program Analysis & Statistical Research, Texas
Department of Mental Health & Mental Retardation, Austin, Texas.
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First, there is the problem of incidence. Despite a rather lengthy

list of studies, the actual frequency or prevalence of emotional problems

among retardates is not known. Lost studies have surveyed quite specific,

non-reprem.tativc samples. For example, Gorelick (1966) found that 105

of 886 ErR high school students in Los Angeles were noted to have emo-

tional problems. Menolascino (1965) found 115; of 616 referrer, children

(under 8 years old ) to a diagnostic clinic as suspected ill's "were noted

to display emotional problems of a nature and extent to warrant a formal

...diagnosis." Koch (1969) found that 11% of 1,049 children seen in the

South-2rn California traveling clinic project had either emotional dis-

turbance or major personality disorder associated with mental retarda-

tion. Penrose (1954) found that 16;; of institutionalized retardates

showed some type of neurotic or psychotic behavior pattern.

The incidence rates found in MR institutions vary from state to

state depending on the availability of comunity programs. the tolerance

of special education programs in the public schools and the number of

retardates placed directly in, or transferred to, state hosnitals for

the emotionally disturbed. In my o,..n state of Texas a recent survey

(Martin, 069) estimated that 10% of the State Hospital population could

be classified as retarded. Most of these individuals had been aemitted

directly to the hospit,ls and had never been in a facility for the re-

tarded. There is no vay of knowing how many of these retrdates were

committed because of disturbed behavior or were committed simply to cir-

cumvent the rather lengthy viting lists for the state schools. Martin

pointed out that the actual figures found (which includes borderline

retardates) were much lower (percentage-rise) than many hospital ad-

ministrators had imagined. this over-estimation was probably due to



the extreme management problems that many retardates present. As mercer

(1968) points out, "severely retarded patients in a ment71 hoslital pre-

sent pxo'Aems in inCiviewl treatment and in -ard management far greater

than their actual number svgr:ests."

Other distt,rbed retardates can be fot,nd in state lriscns, facilities

for delinquents, orphanagr's, foster homes, 'Irivate institutions for the

retarded, or in their ovn homes.

Another aspect of the incidence rate question is the non-equivalency

of definitions from study to study. Most studies have utilized diagnostic

classifications rather than frequency of symptomatic behaviors making

comparisons between studies nearly impossible.

Vithin institutions, the problems seen greatest among the mildly

retarded as they usually come because of maledaptive behavior rather

than intellectual deficits as such. As Tarjan (1966) puts it, "On

admission most of them mani::Ist behavior disturbances which orginate

in a neurosis-like conflict. Many other patients have superimposed

emotional problems". Stephns, Peck, and veldman (1963) found that

emotional nroblems constituted a major cause for failure among dis-

charged educable retardates.

It seems clear that emotional and behavioral disturbances consti-

tute a well recognized and significant problem all levels of retard-

ation. The incidence ratio is not knon and .,ret'ably varies 'AO en-

vironmental factors, age, sex, and level of functioning.

Piaonostic Difficulties

There are considerable problems in the area of diagnosis of emo-

tional problems among the retarded. Despite the fact that nearly all

the Major psychiatric syndromes have been observes' in retardates (Sarason
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and Gladwin, 1958; Menolascino, 1965), the current AAMD diagnostic manual

(Heber, 1961) is extremely limited Then it comes to the medical classifi-

cation of mental isorders associates with retardation. If th- retarda-

tion is presumed to have caused the r'isturbance one has only two Ciagnostic

options:

Code No.
83

Psychogentic mental retardation associated
with emotional distilrbance.

84 Mental retardation associated with psy-
chotic (or major personality) disorder.

If the emotional problem is not resumed to have caused the retardation,

or if the emotional problem is associated with some cerebral pathology,

one is limited to adding a "su^plementary term". the AAMD supplememary

terms for psychiatric impairment sere taken from the American Psychiatric

Association plaonostic and StratIIII1ALManuol (1952):

Code No.
5x

51

52

53

lath other psychiatric but not further
specified.

Behavioral reaction.

Neurotic reaction.

Psychotic reaction.

Since formal diagnoses have such far reaching implication for in-

dividual, intra-instituti^nal and inter-institutional progrm planning,

it seems that this limited system could stand to to updated. A much

more meaningful approach can be found in th!' latest APA piaunostic lag

Statistical Nanual (9nd ed., 1S68). Under this system, rhenever an indi-

vidual is both mentally retarded an emotionally disturbed, t.:,o separate

diagnoses are made. One diagnosis describes the type of psychiatric dis-

order ane the other indicates the type and severity of the retardation

(vilson and Wtzer, 1969).
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There is still the question, however, of whether the probleMs

mentally handicap!,o0 individuals are the same as those of normal child-

ren. I think not Fhr example, Nihara 1969) found, in his factor

analytic study of t+ur Adaptive Behavior Scale, that neurotic and psy-

chotic symptoms were combined in a single factor (which he called per-

sonal maladaption) in e.11 ages of reterdi.tes from pre-adolescent to

adult. Furthermore, the social maladaption factor (similar to Heber's

behavioral reaction) found in pre- ac'cicscents, late adolescents and adult

retardates merged into a unity maladaption factor in the early aeolescent

population. Thus the institutionalized early ar'olescent retardate is

likely to exhibit a disgnosticelly confusing co-bination of psychologi-

cal disturbances ant+ anti-social, rebellious behavior.

With educable retardates diagnosis can utilize available termi-

nology, more or less. 11th the severely and profoundly retarded the

guidelines between "normal" behavior and "distueW" behavior are much

les clear. :e need better normative data for these levels. The manual

for the Adaptive Pe'lavior Scale re7orts some normative data along these

lines but the unforniveable omission of standard deviations make utili-

zation of the norms rather difficult.

Perhaps a more meaningful approach 'Ould be to develop empirical

psychiatric rating scales such as those of tort end his colleaagues.I

Pore adequate and meaningful diagnoses which would reflect the actual

precipitating problems should help pinpoint actual programming needs

and leaf' to more appropriat- placements.

,diems in Lallementina ProoL12112L Disturted-Retavied

There are numerous roaeblotks to aee vat% treatment programs vith.

in institutions.

1. hr example sc,e Lorr, Kloh, A McWair (1963)
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a. Failure to agrze on what constitutes a problem. The passive

or withdrawn individual is rarely recognized 1,-,y dormitory personnel to

be a "problem", as disturbance is usually conceived of as behavioral

rather than emotional. Individuals who are behaviorally disturbed may

be frequently brought to the attention of the professional staff, us-

in the hopes that the "problem" will be transferred elsewhere.

In the author's experience, most psychological or psychiatric staffings

have been oriented towards categorizing and only rarely have specific

behavioral recommend-tions been forthcoming. Diagnoses of psychotic,

schizophrenic, or behavior reaction have little meaning to the attend-

ant rho wants to know what they can do when a

breaks a window.

At times, attendant level personnel fail to understand that "bad"

behavior can be indicative of an emotional problem. Certainly within

the social milieu of the lower and lower-middle class attendant, bad

behavior is simply bad, not sick. Th3 cure for badness is punishment.

One occasionally hears the remark that "all so-and-so needs is a good

paddling". On the other hand, many professionals tend to equate bad

behavior with disturbance and fro uently vi'w punishment as unwarranted,

ineffective or both.

Generally speaking, methods of physical control are taboo topics

within institutions for the retarded. One rarely finds In-Service

Training co,Irses on the correct use of restriction or restraint.

Most institutional procedures manuals spend more space discussing the

consequences for disciplinary mistreatment than in outlining proper

and effective methods. Most behavioral control techniques-are taught

informally and are handed down from employee to erii,loyee. The failure

resident attacks them or
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of administrative and professional personnel to con'.ribute meaning-

fully to the problem of behaviortl control is probably one of the most

important causes of mistreatment of residents.

One commonly used (at least in Texas) technique of control is to

transfer problem residents to buildings housing lower level residents.

These buildings ar- frequently referrer' to by residents and staff as

"drag" bildings. These buildings often become dumping grounds for

bad attendants as well. Given inadequate employees and intolerable

working conditions, the staff must depend on the large:, more intell-

igent residents to do the bulk of the work. Altogether too often these

working residents are permitted to manage other residents with methods

that would to dismissal if used by en employee. Some rdministra-

tors occasionally overlook incidents on "drag" buildings that would

not be tolerated elsewhere.

then professional:, and attendants do get together on cases, there

still can be a ;umber of barri-rs to impede effective communication.

Many attendants feel that only those who have "worked a building" can

understand what kind of problems exist and make meaningful ...-jgestions.

There is at least informal evidence that professionals are not

necessarily good atterVants and really don't have much to contri!-ute

to day to day ward managem-nt. For example Leiken (quoted by Siegel,

1969) states, in reference to a ward for disturbed non-retarded, "I

also had the experience of working on a cottage with a social worker,

just the two of us, for aboul: an eight hour period about six months

ago. .1.Pr.3 were twenty-four children on the cottage. The staff spe-

cifically asked us to do this so that I could be more in tune with

these kirs. Wall, by the eita of the day I could have killed everyone
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of these kids. 1 was so mad and so fnistrated I could just imagine if

someone said to me that it was OK to hit, regardless of how he said it,

I wouldn't hear the rest of it. There weretim:s when I would have

loved to smack the kids and I would not have done it in any organized

or therapeutic way."

Any attempt at change tithin the social context of an institution

involves two things:

1. You are upsetting a social system of interaction between and
among residents and staff.

2. You are implying that what used to be was bad, wrong, or in-
adequate to meet the need.

Almost inevitably there will be some degree of sabotage by employees.

Amelioration of this sabotage can be enhanced by: 1. an accurate know-

ledge of the social structure of the institution, the goals and values of

the attendants and how they differ from the orofessional and administra-

tors; 2. an accurate knowledge of social and motivctional structure of

residents as well as a good idea of what actually tPkes Ilace in c'eily

ward activities; 3. altering thr reinforcement structure of the insti-

tution to encourage change of attitudes and actions.

Studies such as Scheff's (1964) article "Control Over Policy by

Attendants in Mental Hospital", Goffman's Asylums (1959), Stanton and

Schwartz's The Mental Hospital (1954), and Belknap's Human Problems of

a State Mental Hospita. (1956) need to be replicated with institutions

for the retarded.

Treatment Problems

I do not wish to, at this time, review treatment techniques for

disturbed retardates. There are a number of rather detailed reviews
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and bibliographies already availa'lol-particularly for group and indi-

vidual psychotheraiy. Let me just say that, in revi.inc this litera-

ture several years ago, I Was struck by two things:

1. It's some of the worst designed research that's ever 6,,un
published.

2. Positive results seemed to be associated with poor design.

Most current programs are based at least in part on som- sort of be-

havior modification technique such as token economics, aversive con-

sequences, etc.

I would like to direct a few remarks to that area:

I think the time has come when having an op- rational 7,11-vior mod-

ification program should not be sufficient cause for publication. "e

kncvi that they work. What we don't know, and need desparately to know is:

a. what types of programs are most appropriate to what kinds
of problems or populations? Is aversive conditioning ap-
prop. late only for profoundly and severely retarded or can
it be used with let's say educable retardates?

b. what are the effects of changing various aspects of programs
on their effectiveness, in other words what aspects of a
program are critical to success and what aren't?

c. we need to know more about the differential effects of various
reinforcements as well as their comparative cost/effectiveness.

I'm afraid some of my more radical behaviorist colleagues have

promised more than can be delivered. I think cure for many disturbed

or disturbing retardates is an unrealistic goal, particularly when the

"cured" resident is expected to return to the pathological environment

of the typical warehouse dormitory. What is needed is programs to pro-

vide prosthetic environment (Lindsley, 1964) an enabling environment that

permits the disturbed individual to function in as productive and happy a

1. For example see Cowen (1962), Gunzberg (1958), Szurek & Philips (1966)
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manner as is possible. For some transfer of learning ccn be a real-

istic goal, for others, many others, it v!ould be like expecting an

amputee to be able to walk just because he has had the use of a wooden

leg for a period of time.
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MAY, 1970

AMU:: Earl E. Balthazar. Ph.D.

AGE!GY: Central Uisconsin Colony and Traininq School

Ililcautson Drive. radison. IAsconsin 53704

TITLE: Measurement and Identification of Twelve Diagnostic Groapa_

Using Form II of the Central 'Asconsin Colony Scales of

Adaptive Behavior.

A3STIL.CTs Statement of Problem: Frequency counts of the socially
adaptive behaviors of 288 severely and profoundly mentally retarded
residents were transformed statistically, intercorrelated, and factor
analyzed. EiChteen factors emerged from ao original list of 71 sub-
scale items.

Subjects ere grouped by means of the factor scores. Tyo major
classes appeared. The first was composec' of to low freluency

groups. The second included subjects rho indicated high frequency
behaviors. These mere sorted by computer into ten subgroups. They

were then cross-validated vdth a rater sort.

It is submitted that identification an.i study of these groups
may have value for diagnostic purposes and for program development
and evaluation,

AUTHOR: Thomas 0. Blackmon. Ph.D.

AGEUGY: Cas- Western Re erve Universit

Cleveland, Chio 44106

TITLE: Study of IQ Retest Evaluations in a Clinic for rentallY

Retarded Children.
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ABSTRACT: The problem of IQ stability has been a perennial question
and studies of normal children have contributed much information on

this topic. This paper will revie, the relevant literature arc] report
the findings of a study of IQ changes in a mentally retarded population
taken from 456 cases followed by the rental Development Center over

a period of years. TIo major questions will be considered: steAlity
of IQ in relation to age of testing and degree of retardation, and pat-
terns and plateaus in mental development discernible from test-retest
comparisons. The findings trill be discussed in terms of relevance for
diagnosis, case reporting, counselinc, parents of mentclly retarded
children, and further investigation of internal and exterral factors
associated with changes in measured intelligence.

AUTHOR: Diane D. 3ricker and William A. Bricker

AGEt!GY: Parsons Research Center, Parsons. Kansas

TITLE: The Effects of Naming on Object Selection by Young. Low-

Functioning Children

ABSTRACT: A two-choice discrimination procedure 'as used comparing
the erfects of naming the reinforced object on subject performance be-
fore and after a specific training procedure. A pretest, intervention,

posttest design was used with random assignment of 30 institutionalized
retardates to three conditions. In treatment one the stinulus name

plus reinforcement served as a cue for choice, in treatment two only
reinforcement served as a cue for choice and in treatment three a

non-intervention control was used. Results indicated both training

groups performed significantly better on the posttest. Analysis of

training blocks indicated no significant differences beteen training
procedures but siglificcnt improvement across blocks. Generalization
testing revealed a significant difference in favoring the trained
groups.

AUTHOR: LeRoy Clinton and Ross A. Evans

AGEPGY: Research and Demonstration Center for the Education of

Handicapped Children Teachers Colle e, Columbia University_

New York City. New York

TITLE: Retardate Discrimination Learning as a Function of

Stimulus Complexity

A3STRi%CT: This study used sixty retarded adolescents to investigate
the influence of task complexity, mental age, and initial response

outcome on single alternation discrimination performance. The ex-

perimental design was a 3X2X2 factorial arrangement, with task com-
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plexity (zero, one, or t-o irrelevant dimentsions), mental age (above
or belco' median flA), and initial resp-)nse outcome (initial reinf-)rde-
ment versus initial nonreinforcement) as the three independent vari-
ables. Analyses revealed that a task complexity main effect was sign-
ificant; however, t-ere was a statistically relia!:Je complexity X rein-
forcement interaction which resulted from th- fact that the complexity
effect was present only under the initial reinforcement condition.
Findings were discussed iithin Zeaman-House Attention theory.

AUTKR: Robert Conrad

AGEMY: Austin State School. Austin, Texas

TITLE: Thoughts on Founding a Residential Treatment Unit for

the Emotionally Disturbed in a State Insitution for the

Retarded.

ABSTRXT: During the planning and implementation of an operant con-
ditioning oriented treatment program for emotionally disturbed female
retardates, many incidents occurred which would hardly warrant research
articles in scientific journals. There have been numerous articles
concerning operant conditionin-, programs for the retarded. There have
even been a few articles on practical problems associated with these
programs. :lost of these studies were concerne,' with non-disturbed re-
tardates and were in no way sufficient preparation for the population
dealth with here. ':ath the recent increase in community based favil-
ities for retardates custodial institutions are faced with higher
percentages of the s)-called "disturbed or disturbing" that cannot
be maintained in the home. Obserations concernin management of
and programming for this type of resident may be helpful to those
anticipating settinf; up similar programs.

AUTHOR: Harvey F. Dingman

AGENCY: University of Texas at Austin. Austin. Texas

TITLE: Social Responses to Social System Definitions

ABSTRACT: The structure of social situations defines social responses
for those that accept the social system definitions that they have
been given. nentally retarded individuals are able to learn without
specific training the required set of social responses that their sys-
tem defines as acceptable.

In work by Edgerton and Dingman and Edgerton the careful attend-
ance to rules of conduct of behavior are pointed out. !lore recently
Phillips end Dingman have pointed out the lack of formal instruction
in preparing mentally retarded for social situations.

In unpublished observations made over a three-year period Dingman
and his co-workers have seen how "models" can be used to shape social
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conduct in elementary social situations. The fccilitatin- role of a
mother surroicte in prornotin social conduct in very youn retarded
individuals in also demonstrated by observations fro: a series of studies
conducted 'y Dingman and his co- Yorkers.

From all these studies it is obvious that the restraints of a social
situation mold beha,ior much more than would b' expected, and as in-
dividuals structure their roles in each social situation their ':ehavior
begins to conform to their self description and the situational demands.

AUTHOR: James M. Gardner

AGErGY: Oricnt State Institute and Ohio State University. Orient, O.

TITLE: Differential Effectiveness of T' .o Instructional rethods for

Teachino Behavior Modification to Institutional Attendants

A3STRI.CT: T,o different instructional methods (role playing and lec-
ture) were compared in evaluatirr the ef"ectiveness of teaching behav-
ior modification to institutional attene:nts. Pre- and post-test
measures were obtained for trio major outcome variables: (1) knowledge
of the principles of behavior modification, and (2) ability to train
residents using behavior modification techniques. Results indicated
that role playing was most effective in teachin' behavior modification
skills while the lecture was most effective in teachinr., irinciplcs of
behavior modification. Ss attendino role )layino had more favorable
attitudes to,:ard behavior modification.

AUTHOR: Peter J. Garito and Donald J. O'Grady

AG3EGY: University of Cincinnati. Cincinnati. Ohio

TITLE: Down Syndrome in a Clinic Population: IQ Changes_

ABSTRACT: Cross-sectional studies on non-institutionalize' children
with the Down syndrome have reported greater IQ deficits with increasing
age. Longitudinal data, however, sugnest great variation in IQ chance
for these children will varying rates and terminal levels of develop-
ment. IQs on more than 100 children with the Down syndrome were ex-
amined for evidence of decreases ith age. Cross-sectional results
were consistent with previous reports shoving increasing average IQ
deficits related to test age. fhe interpretation, however, that these
children show consistent decline in IQ a-Tears to be an oversimplifica-
tion, since the cross-sectional data appear to reflect a selection bias
in the early (0) years and later (t8) years. Further, repeated test-
ings shop much IQ variation in both directions. Differences in early
social maturity and other factors were examined in rlation to the data.
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AUTHOR: Jerry B. Hutton

A7EHOY: Dallas Baptist College, Dallas, Texas

TITLE: The Case Conference Ritual or How to do a "Good" Job without

Really Trying

ABSTRACT: The view of the case conference (or "staffin") as a handi-
cap in applying know-how to problem solving is presented. Oriticisms
ap)ly to case confer --Ices tyqeally conducted in dienostic clinics and
residenthll facilities serving the mentally retarded. Six of the motives
which help !:oep the case conference ritual alive are: sttus quo, ego
enhancement, guilt, hostility, appeaselent, and inferiority. The motives
are examined and illustrations are given. An alternate plan is present-
ed, whereby, programming and planning are individualized and implemen-
tation is possible without expensive time and energy being displaced by
typical ease conference ritualism.

AUTHOR: Robert Lehrke

AG7HGY: ;Annesota State Hospital

TITLE: The Importance of Sex-linked Genetic Factors in the 7itialonv

Of r.ental Retardation and Learnine Disorders.

ABSTRACT: A hypothesis is proposed that there are X-linked ,_enetic
fa:tors relating to certain aspects of intelligence, including verbal
abilities. These factors may account for a third of all retardation.
Evidence for the existence of such factors will 'e presented.

Of particular significance is that this hypothesis can explain
the appro:qmately 50;; excess of male retardates report-e' in the nest
reliable epidemiolo-ical studies. In addition it may -ell have a bear-
ing on the rretter number of males =ith speci-1 learning problems in-
cluding dyslexia.

AUTHOR: James F. rcGettigau

AG!.:PGY: Case Yestern Reserve University, ClevelanclSjjal

TITLE: Conservation of Number in Young, ientall Retarded Children.

ABSTRACT: 120 educable retarded children, ages eight, nine and ten,
were tested on six sets of conservation of number tasks. Each of four
trials deployed the object:. along a different dimension, like length,
area height and volume. The res= Its indicate that although educable
retarded children achieve concrete operations like conservation of
number, some tasks are more difficult than others. It 1=as concluded

that performance is related to the types of dimensions of deployment
of the sets.
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AUTHOR: John A. rcLauhlin and U. 3. Stephens

A-.2NGY: T-ciole University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvanta

TITL:Lgemparison of the rectorial Structure of Reasoning in

No:mals and in Retardates

ABSTRZT: Althowh th-re is currently a proliferatiDn o' research
related to Piaet's theory of co,:nitive ervalop-fmont, he relationship

bctveen tas!:s and wtstructures apparently reoririnc the sam-

mental structures is still far from adequately e:11orod. In an e'fort

to rain insi7ht into rA.tionships .hich exist ::etften Piaceticn mea-

sures of reesonin t'o separate factor analyses 'ere accomplished.

The sample, which was composed of 75 m-ntally retar'ed male and
female subjects (IQ 50-75 CA 6-18) and 75 normal male and female sub-

jects (IQ 90-110, CA 6-18), was drayn from normal and special education

classes in the greater Philadelphia area. The tyo s-b-samples, retard-
ed and normal, Lore 1'urther divided into cross-sectional samples of

three ace ranees; 6-10, 10-14, and 14-18.

Data provided throtTh use of th- Plaetian reasoninc assessments
was analyzed in to separate factor analyses: one of retardates' per-

fomancel one of normals' performance. Results indicate that retard-
ates' performance on reasoning tes!:s did not define the tyo eistinct
factors, one of initial and one of generalized conservation, that
emer:.ed in the analysis of normal scores.

AUMR: Donald Lt

AGUIGY:Maktasity of California, Riverside, _

TITLE: 2xpectancy fo: :allure in Cultural - Familial Reterc'ates and _

ikvntiS

ABSTRACT: The pralem -as to ascertain '};ether interrufltion has dif-
farint sicnificallYfor retardates than for nor:lats. Specifically§ to-deter-

1-hk.ther retardate's attribute interru-ftion to their.own inOilities. The

subjects were sixty educable retardates an6stixty normals, equated on served

as subJectt in the study. Subjects from both groups ttre randomly assigned to

nrw of three treatments' Success, Failure, or Control. The subjects vere

to duplicate six easins with 1:45,:s Blocks. Three designs were inter-

rupted -riot' to conpletion. Instructions for Success treatment irWi-
tate the; ttle stopmed because they die so Failure because they

mete doing poorly; and Control subjects .-ere tole nothing. -Ach sub-

ject vas as!:ed to select one task to repeat, and then asked ttly three
designs had not been completed. It was found that retardates blamed
themselves for the tasks net teino complete', while normals (except
under Failure condition) wee external references. Uheor !kccess and

Control conditions, retardates made significantly more self - blaring

nt )
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references th:n did normals. Conclpsions: For retardates, inerrup-
tion sirnifies a personal failure. Such is not ::he case fo: norml
children.

AUTHOR: i;arvin ;*alaotti znd 112_er_J, Nilstein

AGEUC'Y: Pennhurst State Schoo' and 42Apital, Spring City, Po.

TITLE: The Effect of 3 Stimulus_ Enrichment Program

ABSTRACT: Twenty severely retarded residents +ere divided into two
groups matched on the basis of CA (re:n=20.5) and IQ (: ern=31). Coe
group was e:-posed to an intensive stimulus enrichment prorem fo. 18
months, chile the second group lived in similar ware conditions lith
no enrichment pro-remmin;. Subse(mentiv, all S's were given a simple
discrimin:tion learninc task, the Po body ;Icture 7ocabultry Test, the
Stanford-linet Form L-;;, and the Vinelan° Social :'.4:':urity Scale. There
were no significtnt differences betvven the crops on the discrimina-
tion learning task, on the Peabody Fissure Vocebulary Test, the Vineland
Social Maturity Scale, or the Stanford-Dinet Form L-11. An epigenetic
developmental vie s-g-ests that the S's were too old to benefit from
an enrichment prot:Tom,

i,UTHrR: Kazuo 111htza

AGr:[GY: Parsons ade 1412snaa1 alLdis
TITLE: Person-Clusters on Three Dimensions of Adaptive Behavior

ABSTRACT: A %ehavior ratin7 scale vas developed to provide objective
assessment of adaptive behavior as defined y the MID :ianral of Terol-
nolocTy one Classification. Factor analysis of the scale scores, using
919 adult institutionalized retcreetes, eelinated three major dlotn-

Pe:sonal Independence, Social raladapation any' Personal ;a1a-
ptetion. "used upon three dimensions of adaptive behtrLrr, the patients
+-on allocated to a number of person - clusters 1.:hose score patterns are
objectively isolated by B.C. TRY Computer System Progrzr. Implications
of the results are discussed in relation to a need for moAfication
of the uneimensiontl classification system of adaptive behavior cur-
rently accepter' in the field of cliental retardation.

AUTWAs Jerome

AGEtIGYt Univet$UVAILLitslal_khool_Of

TITLE: liodic:11 Record Correlates of Lzice Differences 3etIven MSC

Verbal Scale and Performance Sole IQs.

ABSIRXII An enpiricl investigation Of the bchoeforal sioifternce
Of VISC IQ patterns as undertaken 20 boys vith VS-PS differences of
at least 15 10 a$oints (12PS)VS, 8 VS)PS)1 each wattle(' for ago and FS
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IQ pith a control -ith less than 10 points VS-PS difference ''ere used.

PS>VS and VS)PS groups -ere ece) compared (significcnce of dif-
ference betyeen proportions in matCed scmples) ith r-spective con-
trols for fre,uencies of statements in their coded mediccl retort's.
FIVDIOGS AiD COICLYSI-ilS: 54 ant? 30 statements, respectively, dif-
ferentiated PSaVS and VS>PS groups from their respective control groups
at better than .10 level. Descriptive statements for the talc) groups

form tx, cohesive ant' different beheviorcl patterns.

AUTHOR: flarvin 7Zosen

AGEUGYI Eiryn Institutel.E1,.yn, Pennsylvania

TITLE: Conditioning Appropriate Het:srosexual Behavior in ;tntelly.

arc. Socially Henetca-oed Populations

ABSTRACT: The treatment of sexually eevient responses of the mentally
reterded env' the teething of aysropriate social behavior end sexual
role represent to asircts the same problem. Sex educction proerams
for th^ mentally subnormal typically e.t,!mpt to provide pertinent in-
formation, or to tench inhibition an' control, rather then reinforce
at'e vote sexual behavior or effect 1:ehr-lor chrn::e. This paper els-
cusses several 'iehavior modifiection tcchnicues eosijted to e:Ainguish
anxiety associates' iJith heterosexual responses, make deviant responses
aversive, one substitute more acceptable '-ehrvior. These strategies
can be apliee in individual psychotheraly in a ,:!ay that should not
threaten or c'isrupt the operat'on of the ty,lccl instit-tion or train-
ing facility.

AGEVCY:-..gaLakkPrn Chio 4410E

TITLE._ Use of the Leiter InI4Utional Performance Scale (Arthill---

,Revision)

ABST1I,CT1 Assessing intellectual functioninej in mentally retareed
children often presents special prolems so that the usual tests are
inappropriate. The Leiter International Performnce Scale (Arthur
Revision) has many attractive features .hich reconmend its usace as a
suvlement in cases of non - verbal children and it may be the only
measure possible. This paper will review the relevant literature ant'
present the findings of a ztudy of its compareAlity vith the Stanford-
Binet (100 Revision) and its usefulness in diagnosis and planning rith
a group of 100 chileren seen at the Ventcl Development Center for eval-
uation. Three croups vlllbe differentiated on the basis of the Leiter
scores in relationship to Iinet scores (consistent, high, low) and rill
then be compared in terms of clinical characteristics and further ee-
velopment.



AUTHOR: Dorothy Shine

1".

AGT.GY! The Ontario Institute for Studies in ':ducetton

TITLE: ImpulKS2ntrol and Social Competence in ialdly fleterded

Youth

ABSTRACT: reesures of delaying capacity (voluntary choice of delay
of gratification (DOG) the Porteus razes (P;:), a.d Kagan latching
Familiar Figures (rFF)), mere related to one another, to to measures
of locus of control, and to measures of social cylpetence in t.o groups
of mildly retarded males. Fifty institutionalized (man CA 20.6 years;
mean 10 64.7) end fifty vocational school (mean Cl. 15.(:: mean IQ 72.7)

s were used.

For the vocational school (but not the occupational training cen-
ter) Ss, significant intercorrelations betvven the ;Tr, Pi:, LCC, and

1AR vere found. Significant correlations yore also found bet-een the
four verialiles and academic and shop grades. Some relationships to

behavior ratings rare also found. correlations of predictor

vith criterion variables are presented. Inplicatios for theory and
practice e.eo discussed.

AUTHCA 3. Stephens And John A. i'cLaur_hlin

AGEEGY: Temple University, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

TITLE:_ The ''bseryance of in i'ornal_s_ ant' Retardates

ABSTRACT: Interest in the' developm-nt of morel judrrent end rorel con-
duct prOnited the present study, 14:Joh utilized situcons adapted from
Planet's "Rules of the Game to determine if di:ferences existed in the
performance of normals and retardates in the ability to vcrbaPze and
observe rl.s in a came of %owlirr, The szmnie errs composed of 75 nor-

mal male and female subjects (IQ 90-110, Cl, 6-10. The to sub- samples,
retarded and normal, vere further divided into cross-sectional samnles
of three age ran'es; 6-10, 10-1/.1 and 14-1%

Analysis indicates that both normals and retardates could verbalize
rules. HoItvor, 1:11en observed in a non-structur d !.-eme of tooling, a

developmen el trend vas noted; i.e. older subjects exhibited a stricter
observance of rules than younger subjects, i,urin^ play, retardates changed

rules more foe uently than normals. -1..en normals end r- tardates 'sere

equated on mental ago, there was no significant diffcren40 in observa-
tion of rules.
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LUTHM:, ilannv Sternli_rht. Gabriel Pustel. a Mchael De Resainis

AGENGY: lallowbrook State School Staten Wand, How York, 10314

TITLE: A Comprison of Leult Homosexual and Heterosexual Retardates

on CertaLn Gr'rhic Proceduros.

,.3STR..CT: The Figure DraAn- Test, 3ender-Gestalt, an,' an animal
drawing test :ere a,:minietered to 30 mildly retarder' institutionalized

adult males, 15 of ..hom yore overtly heterosexual and 15 of whom were
overt chronic homosexuals. ith the exception of one of :achover's
sigAr, none of the roiorted gra-hic signs was a'a.le to differentiate the
homosexual grou- from the heterosexual one, and -,he reasons for V is
1411 'e discussed.

AUTHOR: Donald H. Thor, Ph. D,

AGEMGY: E.R. Johnstone Traininci a Research Center, Dordento-ng

UTILE: Discriminatxon of Succession in Visual raskj.nr: by R-tarded

and Voroal Children,

ABSTRACT: Tenty educable retardates mere compared ,.4th first, fourth,
and eight grade normal school children in visual mas!:inc discrimina-

tion. Retardates performed rt the same level cs the younger, normal
chilercn of sli:htly higher mental age. Eean threshold durations of
normal chiler n decreased si-nificantly Frith increasing chronological

ace. ithin group differences for eiscriminatinr, succession at 10
and 30 msec. durations of stimulus presentation ,ero consistent; uni.
fortuity of threshold chanfe across groups suggests similarity in mode
of visual --,rocessing with tht' irimary difference between croups due to

a wring rate in stimulus processing.

AUTNOI: John Throne

AGEIGY: University of Kansas. LaYrence, Kansas

T1T12:, A_ Radical 3-haylaist keproach_tO the Contribution of

"G

A3STRXT: "Genetic structures" ere at test "settin: events" those con-
tribution to mentF1 retardation is dependent not on certain, specified
component qualities intrinsic to the structures, but on th' reinforcing
(or extinguishing) extrinsic conse pences .hich befell the Ixhavior
of organisms possessing those structures. A corollary proposition is
that since retarded genotypes arc inferred on th' basis of phenotypical
expression, only the latter may be said to possess en "existent state,"
from a scientific point of viti 'filch means not only that the ascription
Of behavioral Cal/tenon (including the Causes of mental retardation)



to "genetic structures" is not only unnecessary, 'out unvrrtnted. n)re-
over, since bah viort) phenotypes may be alterce throt0) environmental
conse,uation, the causes cf retarded phenoty loci expression ar. en-
v'ronment-snecific, notwithstWing 'hatever "Genetic structures" are
extant in the riven case.

i.UTHOR: LW::: S. -etsnn, J:j_gne Jares Garener

13EVGY: Columbus Stale 7nstitute,

TITLE:__The Influence_Qf G-rillr:cpt2eAnfol-cc:Tnt on Shantnn and

i;airC:ajz.inr_f-h:v3or Voleifirttion s'i?Is in httenetnts

A3STII.CT: T o stales tare ccneuctte to evaluate contiment reinforce-
ment. In the first, atienecn.: trz.im..e pro revs throuch an eight- lecture

act/elic pro:r:m vt,e !itec cor.:incent t on t,st pe:formance. If trainees

made less than ,1 ca; dz;_iy rQeding assicnm-nt test, they
ere not allowee tc attend th3 cciresponeinc lecture for that eay. In

the seconc' stucy, time fr,,m wori: V.TS the reinforcement to attenCINItS

for collecting toiletting Both studies indictted that contingent
roinforcemert rcsult:d 1.: superior performance when compared wit non-

roinbrcement.

AUTHOR: John J.f.:inters, Jr. ,n4 Fr;:,n% HArvev

AGE;W:.1. 1.Jotx,tJ,-ciri2c7 ilnetrch_ceal.r. Bordentoim, 1444.

TITLE:_114D1.),,pcip'c L2trnine in T!nrr:.;:ls and RriallgAsAlLgga...

_pit) p c r, ;

h3STR1,CT! Thi;y :3titutionalitee retardates ane 32 equal AA normals

t.cre presentel cf pictures in a paired- associate leorninr

task to 1-,e latro,i:' tc a crItarien of one errorless trial. Half of each

nroup th. Lot!qsd of anticipetion; 4.e. other half learned ty

the methoe of blotA!.::1. Elf in arc'- treatment received training in their

respective mctoe; othlr half die not. the normals learned faster

than the retardates cn3 there vere no eff -cts methods of

learning, or interactiont, ineicetin^ that the tv orthoes are ecpivalent.
Aatched noninstitu:ic!%:Ii:ed retardates will also be tester*.

4uTH001.1tomppav,

AMIGYI

TITLE: The Service t

tiNOt facility for ,

Ltalielldi
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ABSTRL7J: The 7-1Jrpose of the paper is to explore various service func-
tions of th- MT. The presentation is partially bcsed upon the super-
vision experiences of the author ith a group of MT stueentE.

It is felt that the is T should be able to prform the following
tasks ade uately ,/ith little supervision: (1) aeministering psycholoOcz.1
tests, (2) conducting counseling, (3) serving as behavior there ist

anu (4) assisting in research.

It is concluded that utilization of the ;HT ern partially meet
'hc need of professional man-ower shortage: furthrmor, because of the
Oortened ecaeenic trainincr, the INT is nor, flexible in adcw,ting net'
treatment approaches.
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